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Abstract
The benefits of prenatal care (PNC) are extensively documented; however, controversy
surrounds the extent to which benefits are experienced among different racial groups.
Determining whether PNC influences positive birth outcomes and if advantages differ by
race is pertinent to attaining positive health outcomes. The purpose of this study was to
examine the relationship between gestational weight gain (GWG), low birthweight
(LBW), and PNC while weighing racial differences. The theoretical foundation was the
motivation-facilitation theory of PNC access. Research questions were designed to (a)
determine if there was a significant association between GWG and LBW, (b) determine if
PNC had a mediating role if GWG was found to be associated with LBW, and (c)
determine if PNC was a mediator and if that role differed between races. A quantitative,
deductive correlational analysis was carried out using a retrospective observational
approach. Spearman correlation showed that the relationship between GWG and LBW
was significant (rs = 0.14, p < .001). Binary logistic regression was used for analysis and
showed that the overall model was significant, χ2(12) = 50.29, p < .001, and that maternal
age, race, marital status, GWG, education, body mass index (BMI), cigarette use, and
gestational diabetes significantly affected the chances of LBW. Baron and Kenny’s
mediation analysis supported partial mediation for American Indian or Alaskan Native
and Asian or Pacific Islander races and showed that PNC was significantly associated
with birthweight. Based on these findings, providers can aim to implement motivational
factors to increase the facilitation and use of PNC to decrease adverse birth outcomes and
increase population health.
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Section 1: Foundation of the Study and Literature Review
Introduction
Maternal weight gain is a determinant of fetal growth and infant health and can
lead to poor health outcomes later in life for the infant (Drehmer, Duncan, Kac, &
Schmidt, 2013; Galjaard et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2013). Studies have shown that
appropriate gestational weight gain (GWG) is associated with birthweight and infants’
health outcomes (Davis, Hofferth, & Shenassa, 2014; Kristen, 2015; Yan, 2015; Zanardo,
Mazza, Parotto, Scambia, & Straface, 2016). According to the Institute of Medicine
(2009), the best outcomes for maternal and infant health are achieved within a range of
appropriate weight gain during pregnancy. The Institute of Medicine guidelines provide a
maternal weight gain range to accommodate women from different ethnic groups as well
as those who fall below appropriate height for age (short) classifications. Women with
normal prepregnancy body mass index (BMI) are encouraged to gain 37-54 pounds;
overweight women, 31-50 pounds; and obese women, 25-42 pounds (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention [CDC], 2015). However, many women in the United States start
with prepregnancy overweight or obese BMI classifications (Black, Sacks, Xiang, &
Lawrence, 2012). Inappropriate increases in GWG above Institute of Medicine
recommendations may lead to macrosomia, perinatal complications, high caesarian
section rates, and postnatal adiposity gains (Alberico et al., 2014; Li et al., 2013). Women
who start out as underweight and gain below Institute of Medicine guidelines are also
prevalent and increase the likelihood of adverse infant health outcomes (Baeten, Bukusi,
& Lambe, 2001; Berger, Levitan, Baxter, & Lerner-Geva, 2015; Han, Mulla, Beyene,
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Liao, & McDonald, 2011; Headen, Mujahid, Cohen, Rehkopf, & Abrams 2015; Johnson
et al., 2013; Ray, 2001). However, findings in the literature are inconsistent. Inability to
manage appropriate weight gain before or during pregnancy presents potentially severe
population health problems for mothers and children (Davis et al., 2014). Low
birthweight (LBW) is characteristic of infants weighing 2,500 grams (5.5 pounds) or less
and is a primary determinant of infant morbidity and mortality among different races in
the United States (Martin, Hamilton, Osterman, Driscoll, & Mathews, 2017). Data
showed that in 2014, of the 3,988,076 births, 8.0% were LBW—the same as 2013, but
the percent of LBW rose slightly to 8.1% in 2015 (CDC, 2017). Hence, LBW rates did
not meet Healthy People 2020 objectives of reducing LBW to 7.8%. In 2014, 23,000
infants died in the United States, and six per 1,000 were the result of LBW (CDC, 2017).
Early and sustained prenatal care (PNC) are pertinent factors in mitigating both
adverse maternal and birth outcomes. Early initiation of PNC is care initiated within the
first trimester (months 1-3). In 2014, 71% of pregnant women initiated early PNC, below
the Healthy People 2020 goal of increasing early initiation of PNC to 77.9% (Mandell &
Kormondy, 2015). LBW as a result of inadequate GWG continues to be the leading cause
of death among non-Hispanic Black infants (National Research Council, 2010; Mandell
& Kormondy, 2015). Furthermore, being underweight during gestation is associated with
moderately LBW (1,500-2500g), very LBW <1,500g, intrauterine growth restriction, and
shorter mean gestation (Han et al., 2011). LBW infants are at an increased risk of infant
mortality and other developmental difficulties in later years (CDC, 2016). Nonetheless,
given the inconsistencies in the literature, the Institute of Medicine recommended the
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need to conduct systematic investigations on the impact of GWG on maternal and child
health outcomes (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013). LBW is
the result of premature birth or intrauterine growth restriction with maternal health, race,
and age being contributing factors (CDC, 2016).
PNC is said to be a protective factor in reducing the risks of LBW, infant
mortality, and improving maternal health gains during the gestation and postpartum
periods. Inadequate PNC increases the possibility of adverse maternal and infant
outcomes, whereas adequate PNC has been an accepted strategy for improving these
outcomes (Greenberg, 1983; Krans & Davis, 2012; Showstack, Budetto, & Minkler,
1984; Yeo, Crandell, & Jones-Vessey, 2016). Less understood is the pathway by which
PNC affords protective factors to infants across racial and ethnic groups, as non-Hispanic
White infants nationally have consistently fared better, even though first-trimester PNC
initiation has declined across all races (Healthy People 2020, 2016). Non-Hispanic Black
women experienced infant mortality rates more than twice that of other racial groups, had
infants that were three times more likely to die from complications related to LBW, and
were twice as likely to delay initiation of PNC until the third trimester (CDC, 2015).
According to the CDC (2016), only about one-third (32%) of women gained the
recommended amount of weight during pregnancy, 21% did not gain a sufficient amount,
and 48% gained too much.
PNC has been acknowledged as a means for identifying mothers at risk of
delivering growth-restricted infants while providing a range of educational, nutritional,
and medical interventions aimed at reducing the risk of LBW and other adverse
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pregnancy outcomes (Alexander & Korenbrot, 1995; Yeo et al., 2016). However, the
controversy surrounding the effectiveness of PNC in preventing LBW stems from the
ambiguity in defining PNC and the adequacy of use. Expectant mothers did not meet the
2014 Healthy People 2020 target of having 77.9% of women beginning PNC within the
first trimester. Non-Hispanic Black women had the lowest rate of receiving care on time
with slightly more than half initiating care within the first trimester, and non-Hispanic
White women had the highest rates of compliance (Mandell & Kormondy, 2015). A
statement of the problem, the purpose of the study, research questions and hypotheses,
the theoretical foundation, and the nature of this study follows.
Problem Statement
Nationally, the incidence of LBW varied from as low of 5.8% of live births in
Alaska to more than 10% in the southern states of Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi
(United Health Foundation, 2017). From 2014 to 2015, the national incidence of LBW
remained relatively unchanged (8.0% of live births) with marked disparities by race and
ethnicity. Non-Hispanic Black births accounted for 13.2%, non-Hispanic White births
7.0%, and Hispanic births 7.1% (Martin et al., 2017). Nationally, the incidence of LBW
did not meet the Healthy People 2020 goal of having less than 7.8% of live birth
outcomes be LBW and showed a clear gradient of disparity by race among women who
received PNC beginning in the first trimester (Mandell & Kormondy, 2015). Inadequate
GWG is a leading factor in LBW outcomes and increased disparities among racial groups
(CDC, 2016). Given the controversy that exists in the literature, it is unclear the
relationship between maternal birth outcomes among women at a healthy weight versus
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women who are underweight due to illness or other pathological conditions before and
during pregnancy. Despite best efforts to associate teenage pregnancy with higher rates of
LBW, data from 2014 showed that teenage birth rates declined in 43 states and
Washington, DC for a total decline between 5 and 16%. Therefore, more studies are
needed to identify modifying influences of race and age before pregnancy in underweight
women and the extent to which prior illnesses account for the observed disparities
(Headen et al., 2015; Witt et al., 2014).
Race and age are leading factors in LBW disparities experienced nationally
(CDC, 2016). For instance, teenage pregnancy and Black infant health are important in
reducing the burden of health inequity and achieving state and national birth outcomerelated goals (CDC, 2016; United Health Foundation, 2017). According to 2014 data, the
relationship between LBW and maternal age appeared to be modified by maternal race
(Hamilton, Martin, & Osterman, 2015). Though the prevalence of LBW infants among
non-Hispanic Black and non-Hispanic White teen mothers were similar, the risk of LBW
did not decline in non-Hispanic Black women as it did in non-Hispanic-White women.
The problem is that race and age have failed to help explain why disparities exist in
LBW. As a result, effective intervention strategies to reverse trends in adverse infant
health outcomes has not occurred. Inadequate weight gain before and during gestation
places infants at an increased risk for LBW, very LBW, and small for gestational age,
though the potential causes for very LBW are not clear (American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013). Very LBW infants are at a heightened risk of
mortality and other health challenges (American College of Obstetricians and
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Gynecologists, 2013; CDC, 2016). To date, there has been a lack of articulation of the
exact relationship between prepregnancy weight and GWG as determinants of LBW.
Most of the existing studies lack data to assess the pathway through which prepregnancy
weight and GWG might modify each other in determining birthweight among racial
groups in the United States.
Researchers on policy-relevant issues have identified increased access to PNC as
vital for improving maternal and child health before, during, and after pregnancy
(Johnson, 2012; Roman et al., 2014). However, benefits of PNC appear to be less helpful
in improving birth outcomes among non-Hispanic Black mothers as compared to
Hispanic and non-Hispanic White mothers (Mandell & Kormondy, 2015). The problem
with current birth outcome models and PNC indices are that the value attributed to PNC
cannot be determined to be exclusively the result of the association of absence of
increased risk because positive birth outcomes cannot be attributed solely to PNC.
Optimal age, education, and marital status are cited as protective factors that increases the
chance of birthing normal weight infants for women who use PNC services (Clements &
Bailey, 2015; Dai, Mao, Luo, & Shen, 2014). For women who forego early and sustained
PNC, maternal characteristics such as advanced age, poor education, and marital status
may also be contributors to LBW, though the literature has not provided clear evidence
that these are not direct contributors of LBW. As the rate of LBW went virtually
unchanged from 2013-2014, it is imperative to implement PNC interventions that are
geographically specific to reduce the incidence of LBW nationally. Understanding the
relationship between trimester of PNC access, maternal weight gains (before pregnancy
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and the gestational period), and birth outcomes will provide opportunities for improving
health gains among different racial groups across the United States.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to carry out a quantitative analysis to assess the
mediating role of PNC in the relationship between GWG and LBW and determine
whether there were significant differences by racial group. Addressing this purpose may
aid in providing appropriate counseling needs tailored to different racial groups across the
country. This analysis aided in determining if PNC played a mediating role in the
relationship between GWG for LBW in the United States.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
RQ1: Is there a significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight?
H0: There is no significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight.
Ha: There is a significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight.
RQ2: Does prenatal care have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight?
H0: Prenatal care does not have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight.
Ha: Prenatal care does have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight.
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RQ3: Does prenatal care have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group?
H0: Prenatal care does not have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group.
Ha: Prenatal care does have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group.
Theoretical Foundation for the Study
I used the motivation-facilitation theory of PNC access for this study (Phillippi &
Roman, 2013). This theory differs from others aimed at addressing barriers (e.g., access
to care), because it helps address individual behaviors that factor into seeking and
initiation of care. The motivation-facilitation theory of PNC access is considered a
middle-range theory that condenses access to PNC into motivation (i.e., maternal desire
to begin and maintain care), and facilitation (i.e., clinical goals to create open access to
beneficial, person-centered care) components (Phillippi & Roman, 2013). This theory
also differs from others, as it does not treat pregnancy as a sickness or disease of
expecting mothers but as motivation for acceptance of pregnancies. Cultural and personal
beliefs are factors in expectant mothers’ motivation to seek out care. Facilitation is an
equally beneficial phase in which clinicians promote and enhance the ability to obtain
care (Phillippi & Roman, 2013).
Other theories have been used to highlight barriers of access to care (e.g., the
health belief model, Pender’s health promotion model, and Khan and Bhardwaj’s model
of access) but have been minimally effective. Barriers to access are often the result of
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local phenomena, rooted in geography and culture. In this study, I used the motivationfacilitation theory of PNC access to assess maternal motivation as the main construct by
analyzing the month and number of PNC visits recorded. This strategy aided in
determining whether there were higher tendencies to seek out PNC based on maternal
demographic characteristics. Results from this study may aid in the establishment of
policies and interventions to address geographical norms by allowing inference of
pregnancy intention of expecting mothers to seek PNC.
The motivation-facilitation theory of PNC access further relates to this study
because birth certificate data allowed me to directly assess clinical factors of access while
providing a quantification of the effect of these factors to build upon that which existing
literature has not been able to explain. As the quality of care often is the focal point in
delineating adequacy, the motivation-facilitation theory of PNC access is said to be easier
to implement in improving PNC compliance as the theory is less abstract, easily
operationalized, and applicable to a variety of subpopulations (Phillippi & Roman, 2013).
Theoretical concepts come from Lewin’s grand theory of human behavior, which
suggests that behavior is a function of the environment and individual (Hall & Lewin,
1936; see Figure 1). The motivation-facilitation theory of PNC access stresses a dynamic
interplay and provisioned this study to determine if there was a correlation between
initiation and maintenance of PNC and GWG among racial and ethnic groups.
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Figure 1. Relationship between Lewin’s grand theory of human behavior and the
motivation-facilitation theory of prenatal care access. Adapted from “The Motivationfacilitation Theory of Prenatal Care Access,” by J. C. Phillippi and M. W. Roman, 2013,
Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health, 58(5), p. 509–515.
Nature of the Study
The nature of this study was to present a quantitative research analysis of the
relationship between GWG and LBW and whether PNC mediated the relationship. Age,
race, maternal education, marital status, body mass index (BMI), tobacco use, and
gestational diabetes were possible confounders of this relationship. Focusing on this
relationship and the motivation-facilitation theory of PNC access, the results aided in
determining the strength of the relationship, providing information to develop
interventions at the appropriate levels to reduce LBW disparities experienced nationally.
U.S. birth certificate data (2014 natality data) received by the CDC through the Vital
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Statistics Cooperative Program from all 50 states was examined to assess the relationship
between study variables. Female residents of the United States who had recently given
birth made up the sample. Descriptive statistics, correlational analysis, binary logistic
regression, and mediation analysis were calculated. Study findings may lead to a
reduction in maternal morbidities and subsequent adverse birth outcomes among racial
groups in the United States.
Literature Search Strategy
The literature review encompassed a comprehensive exploration of peer-reviewed
articles, online library and literature databases, CDC databases, and the Institute of
Medicine. Search engines that I used were Academic Search Complete, PLOS, Science
Direct, U.S. National Library of Medicine, MEDLINE, BioMed Central, PubMed, and
ProQuest. I used the following search terms: prenatal care access and initiation,
gestational weight gain, low birth weight racial disparities, prepregnancy weight, risk
factors (hypertension and diabetes), maternal characteristics (educational attainment,
age, marital status), Kessner index, and the United States. The literature reviewed were
published between the year 1982 to 2017 to account for seminal works focused on the
history of PNC in the United States as related to birth outcomes. However, a focus on the
most current literature in the field that spanned the past 5 years, 2012 to 2017,
illuminated the benefits and controversies that have surrounded PNC access in the United
States. Seminal works included literature on the origins and evolution of PNC and birth
outcomes. Current peer-reviewed literature was focused on the relationships between
PNC access, race, age, and comorbidities. Quantitative as well as qualitative studies were
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analyzed to provide a complete picture of the magnitude of the controversy surrounding
the influence of PNC in producing positive birth outcomes.
Literature Review Related to Key Variables and Concepts
Introduction
This section is focused on relevant literature on relationships among race, LBW,
maternal morbidity, and the role of PNC in improving birth outcomes in the United
States. Even though PNC is one of the most used preventative care services in the United
States, controversy surrounds the efficacy of care regarding different racial and ethnic
groups. There are disparities that have been documented in LBW and other maternal and
infant health outcomes among different racial groups (Lu & Halfon, 2003; Matthews &
MacDorman, 2013; Thomas et al., 2014). There have been many recommendations to
improve these disparities, but progress has been minimal (Thomas et al., 2014). Early
initiation of PNC, adequacy of care, appropriate GWG as relative to prepregnancy
weight, maternal morbidity, and geography are at the center of this controversy. In this
study, I reviewed research on these factors in influencing LBW among racial and ethnic
groups in the United States.
An Overview of the Controversy Surrounding the Efficacy of Prenatal Care in
Mitigating Adverse Birth Outcomes
Maternal weight gains before and during pregnancy and PNC access have been a
subject of considerable scholarly and policy debates in the literature (American College
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013; Langford, Joshu, Chang, Myles, & Leet,
2011). Research has shown the benefits of early initiation of PNC in mitigating maternal
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and infant morbidity and mortality, but the degree of protection remains controversial.
Additionally, controversy surrounds the effectiveness of PNC in preventing LBW in
different racial groups and the shortfalls of PNC that have existed over the past two
decades (Alexander & Korenbrot, 1995; Greenberg, 1983; Krans & Davis, 2012). Part of
the debate relates to Barker’s hypothesis of developmental origins of adult diseases of
fetal origins (Barker, Winter, Osmond, Margetts, & Simmonds, 1989; Barker, Osmond,
Simmonds, & Wield, 1993; de Boo & Harding, 2006; Visentin et al., 2014). In this
hypothesis, Barker claims that much of adult diseases including hypertensive disorders,
heart diseases, diabetes, and other metabolic disorders have their origins in adverse
intrauterine fetal environments. Induced changes in fetal physiology and metabolism
ultimately increase the risk of diseases in adulthood. This phenomenon, described as fetal
programming, is thought to be the main mechanism through which altered changes in the
critical periods of fetal environment create irreparable long-term effects in adulthood
(Godfrey & Barker, 2001). Maternal nutrition during fetal life is, therefore, a significant
marker of diseases in adult life. Thus, LBW infants who survived early mortality were at
increased risk of numerous diseases in adulthood. Many studies have supported Barker’s
claims on conditions of fetal life and adult diseases (Kelishadi, 2014; Visentin et al.,
2014), although the contribution of diet-related changes and lifestyle to the incidence of
coronary heart diseases and other metabolic disorders has been less recognized (Calkins
& Devaskar, 2011). This study was not a test of the hypothesis; however, it served to
address how prepregnancy weight of mothers and GWG potentially affected LBW,
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because these are strong indicators of conditions of the fetal environment and adverse
infants’ health.
As many chronic diseases have their origins in the early fetal environment,
encouraging mothers to receive PNC earlier and adequately before and during
pregnancies has been the mainstay of public policies to improve population health
(Goldfarb, Smith, Epstein, Burrows, & Wingate, 2017; Heaman et al., 2015). In addition
to counseling, PNC provides opportunities to receive pregnancy education on child care
and healthy living during pregnancy. Nationally, early initiation and adequacy of PNC
have been increasing among racial groups. However, considerable disparities remain that
affect maternal weight gain and infant birthweight leading to other weight-related
morbidities (Alberico et al., 2014; Li et al., 2013; Mandell & Kormondy, 2015). Adding
to the debate is delineating the appropriate weight gain range pregnant women should
aim for based on their prepregnancy weight. Many studies have presented different
conclusions and associations regarding appropriate weight gain ranges. Some researchers
concluded that weight gain outside of Institute of Medicine recommendations serve as a
protective factor, whereas others linked GWG deviations to fetal birthweight and other
adverse outcomes (Abrams & Selvin, 1995; Davis et al., 2014; Kristen, 2015;
MacDorman & Mathews, 2011, 2013; Yan, 2015).
An indication of population health, maternal, and infant health is indicative of the
health of the community because adverse birth outcomes typically are linked to other
health disparities, morbidities, and mortalities. The Healthy People 2020 objectives to
improve the health of women, infants, and families are integral because these factors
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coupled with fetal programming increase the risk of intergenerational morbidity and
mortalities (Drake, 2004; Fox et al., 2015; Healthy People 2020, 2016). It is evident from
the literature that racial and ethnic groups have not benefited equally from social and
medical advances, and the role of PNC in mitigating adverse birth outcomes is less clear
across these groups (Zhang, Cardarelli, Shim, Booker, & Rust, 2013). The literature
review was focused on the evolution of PNC, controversies related to discrepancies in
PNC indices used in birth outcome models—for example, the Kessner index, GINDEX,
and the adequacy of prenatal care utilization, racial disparities that exist in PNC access,
appropriate GWG ranges, and the role of geography.
Overview of Low Birthweight in the United States
In the United States, there were approximately 318,847 infants born with LBW (<
2,500 grams), amassing to 8% of live births, which did not meet the Healthy People 2020
target of having less than 7.8% of live births weigh below 2,500 grams in 2014 (CDC,
2016). Premature birth and restricted fetal growth are the two most common causes of
LBW. However, prematurity in the United States has steadily declined while LBW has
remained steady, suggesting that there are other factors (Martin, Hamilton, Osterman,
Curtin, & Mathews, 2015). In 2014, LBW infants were most common among nonHispanic Black mothers with a prevalence of 13.6%, above the national average of 8.0%
(Martin et al., 2015). Infants born with LBW are at an increased probability of suffering
short- and long-term disabilities such as infection, delayed motor and social
developments, asthma, diabetes, hypertension, and higher mortality risk during the first
year of life (CDC, 2016).
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Within the United States, LBW was the second leading cause of infant death
(104.6 per 100,000), only behind congenital malformations at 119.0 per 100,000
(Murphy, Kochanek, Xu, & Arias, 2015). The causes of LBW and premature birth often
overlap, which are critical to clinical characteristics. In 2014, 1 in 12 infants was LBW
(National Center for Health Statistics, 2017). In a measure of population-level health nonHispanic Black infants experienced infant mortality rates more than twice that of other
racial and ethnic groups. Literature has supported PNC as being a mediator in reversing
infant mortality rates experienced by this group. Congenital malformations and LBW are
two conditions proven to be positively impacted by PNC with the most important
influencing factor for neonatal infant mortality rates being birthweight (CDC, 2016).
An estimated 50% of infant deaths were deemed preventable with a critical
element being the prevention of LBW. Prevention efforts include early initiation of PNC
and providing educational information on nutrition-related and behavioral risk factors
(CDC, 2016). Healthy People 2020 set a target of having at least 77.9% of women initiate
PNC within the first trimester; the problem is that early initiation of PNC has not been
proven to be fully beneficial in reducing racial disparities in birth outcomes. A discussion
of the evolution of PNC follows.
The Evolution of Prenatal Care and Utilization Indices
PNC was first proposed by Ballantyne in the 20th century as a method of
providing organized care to pregnant women that initially focused on the prevention of
fetal abnormalities and was later amended to include neonatal, fetal, and maternal deaths
(Ballantyne, 1905, 1901). Concerns surrounding maternal morbidity and mortality—for
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example, eclampsia and toxemia (hypertension)—initially shaped the content of PNC in
the United States and aided in the establishment of appropriate parameters for the timing
and frequency of doctor visits (Schechter, 1991; Taussig, 1937). Many present-day PNC
practices and protocols have origins rooted in early PNC. For example, PNC protocols
began integrating urine tests and serial blood readings protocols due to associations
between eclampsia and the presence of albumin in urine and hypertension (Alexander &
Kotelchuck, 2001). During the 1900s PNC structure, quality and content underwent many
changes that have shaped the controversy surrounding the intended outcomes, shifting
focus to LBW and other preventable conditions that contribute to infant mortality rates
(Krans & Davis, 2014). Institute of Medicine committee members challenged public and
private sector leaders in 1985 to design a maternity care system that would attract women
from all racial and socioeconomic backgrounds to help shape appropriate social and
health services throughout pregnancy and the postpartum periods. PNC indices became
common integrations in birth outcome models, employed to aid in the analysis of the
relationship between adequacy of care, LBW, preterm births, and infant mortality rates
(VanderWeele, Lantos, Siddique, & Lauderdale, 2009). PNC use indices, though applied
to infer an association between adequacy of PNC and birth outcomes, are often at the
center of this controversy as there is a lack of standardization of measures used to define
adequacy of care. The Kessner index, the adequacy of PNC utilization, and the GINDEX
are commonly used indices to assess performance in birth outcome models, though their
efficacy has been debated.
The Kessner index. Published in 1973 and based on American College of
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Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) recommendations regarding the number of
PNC visits, the Kessner index was once the primary PNC utilization index (VanderWeele
et al., 2009). This index provides information about the timing of PNC initiation and
follow-up visits, and was first published as part of an infant mortality study supported by
the Institute of Medicine (VanderWeele et al., 2009). This index allows for a continuous
numeric measurement by taking the month that PNC began, the total number of visits,
and adjusting for gestation length (Kotelchuck, 1994; VanderWeele et al., 2009). An
index comprised of three levels of adequacy (adequate, intermediate, and inadequate) was
then linked with this measurement. The algorithm for this index rates PNC as adequate if
care began in the first trimester and there were nine prenatal visits over the course of a
full-term pregnancy; care is rated inadequate if PNC began in the third trimester or if the
total number of visits for gestational age at birth fell beneath a given threshold.
Kotelchuck (1994) formerly referred to this index as the “adequacy of prenatal care
index.” This naming convention added to the controversy of its use in birth outcome
models because concluding the efficacy of care was not possible because the measure
could not be used to indicate content or clinical adequacy of care and served merely as a
utilization index (Kotelchuck, 1994). Other early issues with this index surrounded the
notion that delivery by a private obstetrician was a requirement for an “adequate” rating
(Kotelchuck, 1994). Noting the need for refinement, Alexander and Cornely (1986)
proposed the inclusion of a 6-category index that included no care, missing, and intensive
categories in addition to the original three, which informed the GINDEX index.
GINDEX index. The inclusion of an intensive category marked a pertinent
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development in addressing issues that plagued the Kessner index. Including an intensive
category allowed for the separation of high-risk pregnancies from the adequate category,
which often resulted in elevated numbers of PNC visits (Koroukian & Rimm, 2002).
Including a high-risk category to the GINDEX index was appropriate because combining
them with pregnancies classified as adequate often resulted in obscured study results.
Separation of these groups was integral to distinguish these different risks, though the
Kessner index assessed them together. Alexander and Cornely (1986) referred to this
revision as the GINDEX index, which used the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists recommendations to determine the number of PNC visits for an adequate
rating. The GINDEX index differed in that the threshold did not truncate at nine visits
(Alexander & Cornely, 1986; Harris, 1982). There was also a clear delineation between
missing, no care, and inadequate categories, which were important in analyzing birth
outcomes because when visits exceeded one or more standard deviations above the mean,
cases were categorized as intensive (VanderWeele et al., 2009). Because the GINDEX
index was still claimed ineffective and inconsistent in associating birth outcomes,
Kotelchuck (1994) proposed the adequacy of PNC utilization index, which also included
an intensive or adequate-plus category.
The adequacy of prenatal care utilization. Kotelchuck’s adequacy of PNC
utilization included either an adequate-plus or intensive category (Kotelchuck, 1994).
This PNC index differed from the GINDEX because it was not based on the trimester
PNC began, and adequacy was broken down into two separate indices and allowed for a
more refined differentiation of PNC initiation by dividing the adequacy category into 2-
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month intervals as opposed to trimesters. The GINDEX index was used to compare visit
quantity between PNC initiation and delivery to the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists recommendations (VanderWeele et al., 2009). A ratio greater than 1.1
is considered adequate-plus; 0.8-1.1, as adequate; 0.5-0.8, as intermediate; and less than
0.5 as inadequate (VanderWeele et al., 2009). The adequacy of prenatal care utilization
index, considered the standard, has also been met with criticism because there are
inherent biases that can affect the conclusions drawn about birth outcomes if use is
outside of the capability and scope of the index.
Biases of indices. The adequacy of prenatal care utilization index is considered
the standard, being included in recent studies and used mainly by the National Center for
Health Statistics (Avci, Col, Yavuz, & Yilmaz, 2016; Bediako, BeLue, & Hillemeier,
2015; Tayebi, Zahrani, & Mohammadpour, 2013). The standardization of this index has
received substantial criticism, because in the case of shorter gestational ages and
prematurity, misclassification can lead to biased study results when expected visits are
more than one. Also, the adequacy of prenatal care utilization index should not be used to
study associations between LBW and PNC use, because an analysis stratified by
gestational age may be better suited (Koroukian & Rimm, 2002). The GINDEX index has
been shown to suggest that birth outcomes are better in the inadequate, intermediate, and
intensive categories as compared to those classified as adequate (VanderWeele et al.,
2009). Another common criticism is that PNC use indices are not useful because they do
not reveal anything about the content or adequacy of clinical care administered, and
conclusions should be accepted with caution because the PNC/birth outcome association
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is sensitive to the index that was used (Kotelchuck, 1994).
Disadvantages of the Kessner index are time and distinction of categories. The
Kessner index is merely a measure of time, which unveils the trimester in which PNC
began. An adequate rating entails PNC that started in the first trimester; intermediate
indicates PNC that started in the second trimester; and inadequate indicates that PNC
began in the third trimester or not at all (Kotelchuck, 1994). There is also a lack of
distinction between inadequate care resulting from late initiation versus why differences
exist in inadequacy due to insufficiency in the number of visits. This lack of distinction
could lead to misclassification in the absence of a subscale. The Kessner index is also
unable to differentiate between post mature and normal-gestation births (Kotelchuck,
1994). Aside from the issues associated with the use of PNC indices, the efficacy of early
initiation of PNC has also been controversial.
Arguments for and Against the Efficacy of Early Initiation of Prenatal Care Access
Early initiation of PNC has been associated with positive birth outcomes, whereas
opposition argues that it is the quality of PNC received that positively affects birth
outcomes and not the timing of care. There is a gradient in PNC use and initiation by
race, though the reasons are not clear. What is known is that factors that affect initiation
vary by local context and factors that promote and present as barriers and motivators
influence timing (Heaman et al., 2015). Current and past literature show early and
consistent PNC visits to be an accepted strategy in improving maternal and infant birth
outcomes to include reducing the occurrence of LBW infants (Committee to Study the
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Prevention of Low Birthweight, Division of Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, &
Institute of Medicine, 1985; Gortmaker, 1979; Roman, Raffo, Zhu, & Meghea, 2014).
Improvements in birth outcomes linked to first-trimester PNC initiation are
screenings, education, early diagnosis of chromosomal and structural anomalies, cell-free
fetal DNA that screens for fetal aneuploidy, pregnancy complications such as LBW,
macrosomia, small for gestational age, and gestational diabetes (Sonek, Kagan, &
Nicolaides, 2016). There is also evidence that adverse health and birth outcomes can be
minimized in the event screenings and treatment are implemented early (Sharp &
Alfirevic, 2014). Approximately 50% of severe fetal anomalies are diagnosable before 14
weeks of gestation (Van Mieghem, Hindryckx, & Van Calsteren, 2015). Fetuses of obese
women become challenging to screen at mid-trimester screenings (Jeve, Konje, &
Doshani, 2015; Martin, Krishna, Ellis, Paccione, & Badell, 2014). Thus, data supports the
need for early initiation of care.
Maternal characteristics such as marriage, higher educational attainment, and
socioeconomic status have been associated with maternal motivation to seek PNC.
Women who fared better in these measurements were inclined to eat more nutritional
meals, exercise, maintain proper weight, and were more likely to seek out PNC, casting
doubt that PNC solely influenced positive birth outcomes (Krans & Davis, 2012).
Arguments also center upon appropriate weight gain based on Institute of Medicine
standards and the effects of prepregnancy weight status.
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Arguments Against Early Initiation of Prenatal Care Access
The health belief model has been widely used in concert with birth outcome
models. The health belief model has been ineffective in aiding in the implementation of
effective health planning projects aimed at reducing racial disparities experienced in PNC
access and birth outcomes (Phillippi & Roman, 2013). Phillippi and Roman (2013)
suggested this occurrence is the result of the health belief model and other theoretical
models treating pregnancy as an illness, whereas it is not. Barriers often change with
local context rendering the assessment of barriers minimally useful in the absence of
consideration of local phenomena. Thus, assessing motivation as the driving force behind
seeking early and sustained care is needed (Phillippi & Roman, 2013). The problem is
that empirical evidence is absent from randomized controlled trials to aid in establishing
the benefits of PNC, or what frequency and content of care have the maximal benefit
(Partridge et al., 2012). Several studies in the late 1970s and early 1980s found a
significant association between “no” PNC and the incidence of LBW, though none
accounted for gestational age bias (Eisner et al., 1979; Greenberg, 1983; Taffel, 1978).
Evidence supports an association between not only excessive GWG, increased
birthweight, and postpartum weight retention, but insufficient weight gain and decreased
birthweight as well (Blomberg, 2011; Siega-Riz et al., 2006). Studies have revealed
ambiguities in the impact of maternal weight gain on infant mortality. Some results have
shown that inadequate GWG increases the risk of infant mortality, while others have
shown that excessive weight gain appear to be a protective factor; and still others
concluded that specific patterns of GWG during the 2nd trimester are related to fetal
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birthweight (Davis et al., 2014; Abrams & Selvin, 1995). Drehmer et al., (2013) looked at
maternal weight gain during the 2nd and third trimesters according to Institute of
Medicine recommendations and found that insufficient weight gain in the 3rd trimester
was not associated with adverse outcomes, though other deviations from recommended
weight gain were. MacDorman and Mathews (2011) and (2013), assessed associations of
infant mortality from the period of 2005-2008 and noted that regarding access and quality
of care there were considerable disparities by race and Hispanic origin and that all groups
had not benefited equally from social and medical advances. Recent evidence also
supported the stance that factors such as Black race, gestational hypertension, and
advanced maternal age were significantly associated with LBW, regardless of inadequate
or adequate PNC (Xaverius, Alman, Holtz, & Yarber, 2016).
The problem resides in determining if PNC is a mediator and whether there is an
association between PNC initiation and frequency, GWG, and LBW during the perinatal
period in the U.S. Controversy also surrounds the methodologies used in exploring the
effectiveness of PNC.
Strengths and Weaknesses of Methodology Employed in the Field
Researchers in the field have employed various methodologies to aid in explaining
the disparities that persist in early initiation and utilization of PNC. Quantitative methods
that utilized observational methods to analyze secondary data have been advantageous in
delineating the different rates of use among racial/ethnic groups while offering extensive,
reliable, representative samples (CDC, 2017). However, one disadvantage is that these
methods have done little to explain why disparities persist as PNC use does not determine
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the quality of care. Likewise, using birth certificate data from the National Vital Statistics
System (NVSS) is widespread among researchers in the field. Advantages include
identification of women and infants that are high risk for health problems, monitoring of
changes to health status, measurement of goals towards health improvement, and
investigation of emerging issues by state and local governments to aid in planning and
reviewing of program policies (CDC, 2017). Another strength in utilizing population-based
data is that it allows researchers to employ quantitative, qualitative, or mixed-methods
designs to provide complementary information to address the issue from a holistic point of
view.
Arguments against early initiation of PNC access are equally widespread and
often thrust into the spotlight the need for a birth outcome model that measures the
adequacy of care as opposed to timing. Recent literature has noted that disparities in care
have shifted towards the quality of care, as opposed to access as previously postulated
(Muoto, Luck, Yoon, Bernell, & Snowden, 2016). This conclusion highlight how state
and federal policies have led to an increase in early initiation of care and identification of
disparities related to differences in insurance type; though they have not been effective in
increasing PNC adequacy. Opponents of PNC advise caution in over-interpreting 1sttrimester findings as false-positive rates of 3-4% have been reported, and could
potentially improve with time (Van Mieghem et al., 2015). Furthermore, though PNC
became an established standard of practice, standardization was in the absence of
conducting randomized clinical trials to determine the efficacy of each constituent
(Alexander & Korenbrot, 1995). Given the standards that guide human research and
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classification of pregnant women as a vulnerable group, today’s research parameters will
deem separation of women into adequate and inadequate groups unethical, making it
difficult to control for selection bias. The effectiveness of PNC in influencing GWG is
another point of controversy.
Gestational Weight Gain Controversy
Appropriate GWG ranges for pregnant women has undergone a dramatic shift and
is often at the center of the controversy surrounding the efficacy of PNC in mitigating
weight gain. For over two decades, GWG and its relation to adverse birth outcomes were
dictated by Institute of Medicine standards. Women with a normal prepregnancy body
mass index (BMI) were recommended to aim at gaining 37-54 pounds; overweight
women, 31-50 pounds; and obese women, 25-42 pounds (CDC, 2015). As research
shaped and informed practice, a greater diversity of women had babies, teen pregnancy
declined, and more women entered pregnancy as overweight or obese (CDC, 2015;
Martin et al., 2015; Siega-Riz & Laraia, 2006; Nohr et al., 2008). As a result, the World
Health Organization (WHO) reexamined and updated 1990 Institute of Medicine
guidelines (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013).
Updated guidelines recommended underweight women gain 28-40 pounds;
normal weight women, 25-35 pounds; overweight women, 15-25 pounds; and obese
women 11-20 pounds. Practitioners have been hesitant to implement updated guidelines
as they feared the impact of excessive weight gain (Alberico et al., 2014; American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013; Black et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013).
Literature has shown both positive and negative outcomes utilizing both guidelines. As
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PNC has been minimally effective in reducing LBW race disparities, controversy also
surrounds its usefulness in reducing gaps experienced between racial and ethnic groups.
Effectiveness of Prenatal Care in Reducing Low Birthweight and Race Disparities
LBW can be defined as newborns born weighing less than 2500 grams and can
result from preterm birth, or intrauterine growth restriction (CDC, 2016). There are stark
differences in the proportion of LBW infants between different racial groups. NonHispanic Black infants consistently perform worse with rates more than double that of
any other group over the past two decades, while non-Hispanic white infants have had the
lowest rates of LBW than any other racial group (CDC, 2015; National Center for Health
Statistics, 2017). Current literature suggests that pregnancy intendedness, education,
socioeconomic status, location, and provider availability serve as motivating factors.
These factors aid in the facilitation of seeking PNC, which may exert an influence that is
independent of PNC (Heaman et al., 2015a; Krans & Davis, 2012; Lindberg, MaddowZimet, Kost, & Lincoln, 2015). Non-Hispanic Black women remain the unhealthiest
group, have lower socioeconomic statuses, and suffer from higher rates of diabetes,
hypertension, obesity, and other co-morbidities (Noonan, Velasco-Mondragon, &
Wagner, 2016). Both proponents and opponents of the efficacy of PNC postulate that
these factors, independent of PNC are what has rendered PNC ineffective in mitigating
racial disparities in birth outcomes, in addition to affecting motivation to seek care.
Geography
Geographic makeup is another factor that affects initiation and sustainment of
PNC. According to the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, rural
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(nonmetropolitan) women are more likely to experience poor health, not receive
preventive screening services, and have lower rates of PNC initiation in the first trimester
as compared to their urban (metropolitan) counterparts (American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013). As a result, nonmetropolitan women were more
likely to experience higher rates of hospitalizations, pregnancy-related complications, and
adverse birth outcomes such as LBW (American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, 2013; Hillemeier, Weisman, Chase, & Dyer, 2007). According to U.S.
census data collected between 2011-2015 rural areas covered 97% of the nation’s land,
and contained 19.3% of the population (approximately 60 million people). Data showed
that adults in rural areas had (a) a higher median age, (b) lower rates of poverty (11.7%
compared to 14%), and (c) were less likely to graduate college (19.5% compared to 29%)
(United States Census Bureau, 2016). Understanding the effects of geography on PNC
initiation is important because it supports the need for assessment of barriers and
motivators that are area-specific. In a recent study by Shoff, Yang, and Matthews (2012),
geographically weighted regression was used to examine the relationship between PNC
and geography in the U.S. to determine areas of low PNC utilization by location. Results
showed there was a significant association between the percentage of the uninsured
population and the percentage of women receiving late or no PNC. Results also revealed
a positive association between the number of obstetrician and gynecological doctors per
100,000 women of child-bearing age and the percentage of women who received late or
no PNC. Focusing on barriers to care such as lack of family support and child care, and
transportation has not aided in reducing the racial disparities experienced among racial
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groups nationally. Focusing on facilitators of PNC such as increasing providers,
decreasing health services barriers (e.g., decreasing distance, visits and long waits) can
aid in making PNC more accessible and convenient (Heaman et al., 2015).
Definitions
Prenatal care: Prenatal care is a dynamic, clinically provisioned comprehensive
approach to health care provided to expectant mothers during pregnancy (Alexander &
Kotelchuck, 2001). Care is inclusive of routine visits combined with ancillary services
that may involve outreach services, health/promotion education, counseling, social
support, transportation and so on with the intended outcome of positively impacting
maternal, fetal, and infant health outcomes (Alexander & Kotelchuck, 2001).
Inadequate prenatal care: Inadequate prenatal care is defined as late initiation of
care, not meeting the specified number of visits, or no prenatal care at all (Alexander &
Kotelchuck,1996; VanderWeele et al., 2009).
Birthweight, low birthweight, and very-low birthweight: Birth weight is the initial
weight of infants as measured immediately after birth. Infants born with low birthweight
(LBW) are characterized as weighing less than 2500 grams, while VLBW infants weigh
less than 1500 grams at birth (Dai et al., 2014).
Gestational weight gain (maternal weight gain): Gestational weight gain is the
exact weight gain of women during pregnancy. This term is often used interchangeably
with maternal weight gain and as a calculation of when prenatal care was received
(Deputy, Sharma, & Kim, 2015).
Kessner index: The Kessner index is a measure of prenatal care adequacy which
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aims to associate adequacy of care based on maternal utilization. Also, referred to in the
literature as the adequacy of prenatal care index, this index considers both PNC initiation
as well as the periods following initiation (Kotelchuck, 1994). Originally published as
part of an Institute of Medicine-supported study in 1973, this index contained continuous
numeric measures (e.g., month prenatal care began, and total visits) linked to three levels
of adequacy (adequate, intermediate, and inadequate) (Kotelchuck, 1994).
Body mass index (BMI): Body mass index is a categorical classification of body
fat measures based upon a height to weight ratio in adult women and men as established
by the National Institutes of Health. Individuals with a BMI < 18.5 are considered
underweight; 18.5-24.9, normal; 25-29.9, overweight; and 30+, obese (The American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013; Yu et al., 2013). BMI was calculated
based on maternal prepregnancy weight and height as follows (National Center for Health
Statistics, 2017):
[mother’s prepregnancy weight (lb) / [mother’s height (in)]2] x 703
Race/ethnicity: The race/ethnicity reported defines that of the mother. 2014
natality data consisted of bridged maternal race categories to include: non-Hispanic
White, non-Hispanic Black, American Indian or Alaskan Native, and Asian or Pacific
Islander (National Center for Health Statistics, 2017). Non-Hispanic Black referred to
women who identified as Black or African-American and not Hispanic, while nonHispanic White referred to women who identified as White or Caucasian, but not
Hispanic. Hispanic classifications occurred for women who identified as Hispanic
regardless of race description. The “other” category contained women who did not
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identify with the other races; nor self-identified as Hispanic (Mandell & Kormondy,
2015).
Assumptions
Disparities in PNC use differ by race. The issue is that race does not explain why
disparities in PNC use and adverse birth outcomes persist. Whereas this study quantified
the magnitude of the issue between PNC and worst outcomes among racial groups, it did
not definitively prove that race, as opposed to cultural, geographical, societal, or local
norms, were not influencing factors. Also, one early assumption of the Kessner index of
prenatal care adequacy is that care received from public services could not be adequate
(Kotelchuck, 1994). This assumption is controversial as use of this index does not
suggest anything about the content of care, which is critical in considering adequacy, but
provides only a numerical representation of use (Alexander & Kotelchuck, 1996; Murray
& Bernfield, 1988). Therefore, even though the literature suggests an association between
early initiation of care and better birth outcomes, this study cannot solely back this
association, in the absence of other psychosocial factors. This assumption was necessary
to the context of this study because the use of PNC indices is widespread in drawing birth
outcome related associations, although they have been found to be imperfect and have led
to erroneous conclusions. There has also been a lack of randomized clinical trials as
separation of expecting mothers into adequate and inadequate groups is unethical
(VanderWeele, Lantos, Siddique, & Lauderdale, 2009). However, currently these indices
are the only means available to associate birth outcomes with PNC use.
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Scope and Delimitations
The research problem aimed to determine whether there was an association
between PNC initiation and use that differed between racial groups in the United States.
This focus was chosen because non-Hispanic Black women had the lowest rates of PNC
use and initiation. As such, policy and interventions have been ineffective in reducing
adverse birth outcome disparities nationally. This study revealed current associations
between PNC, GWG, LBW, and potential confounders. Analysis of vital statistics data
allowed for the assessment of participant responses and hospital records, which were
assumed to be truthful and factual according to the respondents’ recollection of events.
Internal validity seeks to attribute better birth outcomes among racial groups to PNC use
and initiation. However, because there was an absence of data to assess intendedness, it is
beyond the scope of this study to solely contribute better birth outcomes to PNC initiation
and use, thus highlighting the importance of the motivation-facilitation theory of prenatal
care access in providing an alternative explanation for the outcome.
Delimitations
Birth data was limited to only those that occurred within and to residents of the
United States. Birth data for infants born to nonresidents were excluded. Traditionally
used theories such as the health belief model were omitted as this study utilized the
motivation-facilitation theory of prenatal care access as a framework which considered
motivating factors that influenced seeking PNC as opposed to barriers. The use of
traditional theories has not been successful in explaining the relationship between PNC,
GWG, and LBW; nor successful in informing practice conducive to implementing
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interventions and policies that have been successful in addressing the racial disparities
that exist. This method is potentially problematic as there was a risk of misinterpreting
data or incorrectly categorizing pregnancy intention (Phillippi & Roman, 2013). Vital
statistics data represented a true measure of the population. Over-sampling and stratifying
sub-populations increase chances that the sample is generalizable to the population
(National Center for Health Statistics, 2017).
Significance, Summary, and Conclusions
Significance
In the United States., there is a disproportionate burden of adverse health
outcomes experienced amongst racial groups. The identification of women at high risk of
inadequate weight gain at the onset of pregnancy is pertinent for policy and public health
interventions. This study may serve to provide national-level risk factors to assess the
potential impact of inadequate GWG on LBW. More specifically, the results of this study
can potentially provide a unique opportunity to tailor preconception counseling to
underweight women on the potential risks to them and their infants’ health. The results of
this study may aid in decreasing health disparities in the Black community by targeting
interventions to improve maternal health before pregnancy, during gestation and the
postpartum period. This study may also lead to identification of incentives for continuing
education for providers, staff, and expectant mothers. Lastly, uptake of positive behaviors
could lead to early and sustained PNC.
The United States government and the World Health Organization (WHO) have a
policy goal of reducing health disparities in LBW and very LBW outcomes in the country
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(CDC, 2017). In response, numerous social intervention programs including increased
access to PNC are in place to encourage mothers to seek early PNC. This study may lead
to understanding risks associated with prepregnancy weight status and GWG on LBW
and other birth outcomes. Identification of these risks may support the development of
specific state policies and public health interventions aimed at improving prenatal
counseling needs among new and expecting mothers.
Social change is improving the quality of life by reducing disparities through the
imparting of knowledge that influence the uptake of positive behaviors. It is through
these behaviors that health status is impacted through the establishment and
implementation of socially acceptable norms, acts, and traditions that expand beyond the
individual to the community in a participatory manner. This study may advance Walden’s
mission of social change by affecting change at the individual, community, and societal
levels. This study promoted social change to reduce disparities in LBW among expectant
mothers in the United States by potentially informing policy and interventions tailored to
address differences among PNC compliance. Fostering compliance will also ensure that
interventions are culturally sensitive and appropriate to bring about desired changes.
Health equity is to ensure the optimal health, and removal of barriers that are
unnecessary, unavoidable, unfair, and unjust towards the advancement of health (Marmot
& Allen, 2014). This study aided in recognizing systematic barriers and traditional
practices that have been prevalent. Thus, health equity may be more attainable as
individuals increase their uptake of positive behaviors and increase PNC compliance
while decreasing negative behaviors (e.g., tobacco and alcohol use, inadequate nutritional
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intake, and stress) thus minimizing the disparity gap experienced amongst the racial
groups.
Summary and Conclusions
The attempt to solely relate PNC use to better birth is an imperfect approach. The
current PNC indices lack standardization and report different conclusions based on the
birth outcome under study (Alexander & Kotelchuck, 1996). Inclusion of PNC indices in
birth outcome models is also controversial because they do not provide information on
the adequacy or content of care, but measure only the timing and frequency of care. The
literature suggests there is a significant association between PNC and positive birth
outcomes, though empirical evidence does not rule out confounders such as education,
pregnancy intent, and other external motivators in the initiation and sustainment of PNC.
As racial disparities continue to persist in PNC access and use, policies and interventions
have not led to significant decreases in adverse birth outcomes. Changes in American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists weight gain ranges have further led to
controversy as some providers do not agree with the new recommendations, and past and
recent studies have shown that weight gain outside of the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists recommendations does not always lead to adverse birth
outcomes (Abrams & Selvin, 1995; Davis et al., 2014). Given the inconsistencies in
adverse birth outcomes based on American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
recommendations, research should aim to evaluate the efficacy of a revised guideline.
The traditional approach to policy and intervention has been to address barriers to access,
though this method has not been successful in reversing LBW trends experienced by
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minority groups. What is not known is the effectiveness of external motivators in
mitigating adverse birth outcomes, nor the extent to which PNC is effective. This study
sought to determine if there was a significant association between PNC, GWG, and LBW
in the presence of confounding factors.
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Section 2: Research Design and Data Collection
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to assess associations among GWG, LBW, and
PNC access among new mothers who were residents of and had given birth to live infants
in the United States in 2014. Analysis also provided an in-depth understanding of
interrelated factors linked to race, age, and maternal morbidity. These factors are
pertinent in tailoring counseling needs to different racial groups. In this section, I will
describe the research design and rationale, methodology (i.e., population, sampling and
sampling procedures, instrumentation and operationalization of constructs), threats to
validity, and ethical procedures.
Research Design and Rationale
PNC (independent exposure variable), maternal GWG (independent outcome
variable), and LBW (dependent outcome variables) were the primary study variables for
this study. I conducted a quantitative, deductive correlational analysis using 2014
national birth certificate data. This approach aided in the quantification of behaviors,
which allowed me to make conclusions about the relationship between PNC use and
maternal and birth outcomes. A quantitative analysis was appropriate in addressing the
purpose of the study because it allowed for investigation of the relationship between
GWG and LBW in determining whether PNC was a mediating variable in the
relationship among new mothers in the United States. This design was also appropriate
because it allowed me to evaluate the research questions and determine whether there
was a statistically significant association between the study variables in the presence of
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and independent of mediating variables and potential covariates. Further, this design
allowed for generalization to the population in establishing magnitude, prevalence, and
incidence of adverse infant birth outcomes. A qualitative approach would have taken on a
more narrative form with the goal being to examine perspectives, beliefs, and culture and
how they informed the behaviors of study participants, which was inappropriate for this
study (Creswell, 2009). There were no time or resource constraints associated with the
chosen design.
As pregnant women, fetuses, and infants represent vulnerable populations,
research involving these entities hold ethical research practices in the highest regard.
Astute attention during the design and recruitment phases is pertinent and scrutiny
measurements regarding safety and efficacy strategies are paramount because ethical
dilemmas frequently arise regarding data privacy, therapeutic deliberations, and
communication (Blehar, Spong, Grady, Goldkind, Sahin, & Clayton, 2013; Shivayogi,
2013). Hence, my study design was a retrospective analysis of data collected from these
vulnerable groups and was consistent with current and past research in the field because it
did not require direct manipulation of human participants but allowed for analysis of a
broad array of data related to maternal and infant behaviors and health. This study
highlights the importance of assessing motivational and facilitation factors as opposed to
barriers, which has proven minimally effective in reversing adverse birth outcomes.
Binary logistic regression analysis was used to assess the likelihood of a LBW
outcome while accounting for confounding effects of variables associated with racial
groups. Models for this analysis applied stepwise procedures using a P-value of < .05
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from the stratified analysis. This study used a level of significance of less than 5% in all
analyses with Stata version 14.1 software for all calculations.
Methodology
Population
The sample consisted of female residents of the United States who had recently
given birth to LBW infants within the United States. In 2014, there were a total of
3,988,076 live births in the United States of which 8% were LBW (CDC, 2017). Birth
certificate data were extracted making available medical and demographic information
through state vital records systems.
Sampling and Sampling Procedures
Random variation and confidence intervals. Based on a complete count, 2014
data from all registered birth certificates in all states and Washington, DC were based on
population estimates from 2010 census data and based on sex, race, and age census
counts as provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. The number of births reported for each
area was considered a complete count and was not subject to sampling error, though
nonsampling errors such as mistakes in recording during the registration process were
possible. A stratified random sampling technique was employed to randomly select 1,104
women from four racial groups (i.e., non-Hispanic White, non-Hispanic Black, American
Indian or Alaskan Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander). The confidence interval (CI)
represented the range of values for which births, percentages of births, and birth rates one
can expect 95 out of 100 cases to fall. Confidence limits also revealed expected variation
under the same or similar circumstances. Thus, the CI estimates from an actual number of
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vital statistics events for percent, numbers, and rates were possible. Statistical
significance was pertinent because it revealed whether the probability of observed
differences was due to chance. When p values exceeded an alpha level of .05, commonly
used in the field, it was assumed that those differences were the result of sampling
variability.
Sample size. A 95% confidence level and interval were used to foster a 95%
probability of containing the true population interval, which also provided information
about the margin of error of the estimate, consistent with CDC standards for reporting
upper and lower confidence limits (CDC, 2017).
As the number of vital events under consideration in this study (live births) in all
reporting areas was considered large (more than 100), distribution was assumed to be
normal, equating to a small standard error in participating states. In 2014, there were
3,988,076 births, of which 8% (319,046) were LBW. The following information was
needed to calculate the sample size (Roopesh, 2014):
p: prevalence of LBW, which was 8% in 2014
q: (100 – p), which equates to 92
d: the relative precision of the estimate
Za: 1.96, obtained from probability table for normally distributed values, with a
standard error of 2.
With p being equal to 8% the relative precision d was (8/100) * 20 = 1.6. As a result,
detection of a p of 7.2 or more with half of the value of precision (0.8) on either side of p
(p > +/- 0.8%; 7.2 to 8.8) was possible. Therefore, by using a precision of 20% of p (1.6),
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I should have been able to determine the true awareness level given the actual prevalence
was 7.2% or more. However, if the actual prevalence was less than 7.2%, I would have
been unable to make an accurate determination. The formula for calculating sample size
was as follows:
N=
=

( .

) [ ∗
.

]

(

) [ ∗ ]

= 1104 per racial group

A sample size of N = 1,104, per racial group (N = 4,416), enabled detection of the truth as
the prevalence was between 7.2% and 8.8% (or more).
State laws require registration of all live births within the United States from all
50 states and Washington, DC. Electronic files were made available to the CDC’s
National Center for Health Statistics through the National Vital Statistics Cooperative
Program. Only data on births occurring within the United States to U.S. residents were
present. Births that occurred in unrevised states were represented by “blanks” which
should be treated as “unknowns,” which represented 0.3% of births for the 2014 reporting
period (Martin et al., 2015).
No additional permissions were needed to access, process, and analyze data
because 2014 birth certificate data is considered public use data. This data was available
for download from the CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics. The Public Health
Service Act restricts data use for health statistics and analytical purposes. This act also
states that data could not be used to try to determine the identity of participants (CDC,
2015).
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Instrumentation and Operationalization of Constructs
Responsible for collecting and disseminating the nation’s official vital statistics,
those running the National Vital Statistics System obtained data on births, marriage,
death, divorce, and fetal deaths through contracted state partnerships. The U.S. Standard
Certificate of Live Birth (Appendix B), undergoes revisions every 10 to 15 years, with
the most recent revision before 2003 occurring in 1989 (CDC, 2016). A panel comprised
of state vital registration and statistics executives, researchers, and representatives of data
providers or user organizations suggested revisions based on current literature,
recommendations, and suggestions that coincided with improving the data collection
process. Two worksheets were developed and tested: the mother’s worksheet and the
facility worksheet. The mother’s worksheet is used to collect data on race, education,
Hispanic origin, WIC participation, and cigarette smoking. Data collected from the
facility worksheet comes from medical records of the mother and infant and included
birthweight, last menstrual period, the method of delivery, and risk factors. Other
modified birth certificate items were maternal race, educational attainment, cigarette use,
and maternal morbidity (National Center for Health Statistics, 2017).
Studies assessing reliability and validity have produced mixed results. A
retrospective study included evaluation of the validity of health plan and birth certificate
data and positive predictive values from information contained within medical charts (n =
802; Andrade et al., 2013). Information on maternal and newborn characteristics
collected included: race/ethnicity, gestational age at birth, birthweight, previous
pregnancies, and live births. It was found that there was a considerable agreement
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between (positive predictive values > 90%), between medical record and birth certificate
data for measures associated with birthweight, gestational age, race/ethnicity, and prior
obstetrical history (Andrade et al., 2013).
Martin et al. (2013) analyzed data from the 2003 birth certificate revision from
two states and compared data quality. Martin et al. compared a random sample of 600
births that occurred from 2010-2011 in a state (State A) to a convenience sample of 450
births in 2009 in another state (State B). The hospital medical record and birth certificate
data that were analyzed were PNC, birthweight, and pregnancy risk factors. Results
indicated that exact agreement (or sensitivity) was high for birthweight within 500 grams
for both states, but low to extremely low for the total number of prenatal visits for both.
Martin et al. mentioned issues related to the quality of data differences across states and
hospitals as well as the failure of some to fully implement the 2003 revisions. Cohen’s
kappa was used to measure the percentage of agreement of the number of births with
conditions that coincided with medical records and birth certificate data, and sensitivity
(or true positive) was used to assess correlations between items on the birth certificate
and in medical records. Both states showed 90% agreement for birthweight (exact
grams), with the exact agreement being substantial for the month of first PNC visit
(76.6% and 79.6%). Agreement was found to be moderate for both states for the day of
the first prenatal visit (71.1% and 66.5%). State A also showed substantial agreement for
the total number of PNC visits (84.3%), whereas the lowest exact agreement percentages
for both states was the total number of prenatal care visits with State A being 47.8% and
State B 22.1%. As wide variation occurred in the sensitivity of some variables between
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hospitals in State A and B; the authors attributed this phenomenon to underreporting and
misreporting of birth certificate data for medical and health conditions as well as
differences in sampling techniques.
A 2013 study included a longitudinal analysis using Early Childhood
Longitudinal Study-Birth Cohort to compare GWG recall by new mothers approximately
10 months postpartum as compared to birth certificate data as found in 5,650 records
(Hinkle et al., 2013). Results showed postpartum estimates were approximately two
pounds higher (with a standard error of .2 pounds) with 18.2 % of responses being
underreported by more than five pounds, 54.7 % fell within five pounds, and 27.2 %
being over-reported by five pounds or more. Bias was shown to differ by birth outcome,
suggesting a higher propensity for recall bias, as well as noting significant increases in
bias among women who had a prepregnancy weight classification as obese, were
multiparous, or had inadequate PNC. However, when classified by adequacy based upon
2009 Institute of Medicine GWG recommendations, results showed that 70% of
associations between “GWG adequacy and small- and large-birthweight-for-gestationalage did not differ meaningfully by the source of GWG data” (Hinkle et al., 2013).
Evidence showed that in the absence of medical records, birth certificate data would be a
reliable substitute, and vice versa (Hinkle et al., 2013). Another study included
assessment of the validity of birth certificate-derived maternal weight data to evaluate the
accuracy of reported prepregnancy BMI and GWG data from 2003-2010 at a teaching
hospital in Pennsylvania. Study findings showed that race/ethnicity, GWG, BMI, and
preterm births, were reliable.
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This instrument contained the necessary independent, dependent, mediating, and
moderating variables to carry out a quantitative analysis. Also, it is widely used to
analyze and track maternal and infant health indicators of LBW, maternal morbidity, and
PNC use (Curtin, Gregory, Korst, & Uddin, 2015; Loftus, Stewart, Hensley,
Enquobahrie, 2015; Martin et al., 2015). The accuracy of reported birthweights is
consistently confirmed in the literature and is sufficient for research and programmatic
purposes (Gayle, Yip, Frank, Nieburg, & Binkin, 1988; Reichman & Hade, 2001;
O’Keeffe, Kearney, & Greene, 2013). However, analyses focusing on high-risk women
require additional considerations regarding sensitivity. No additional permissions were
needed to access, process, and analyze data because 2014 birth certificate data is
considered public use data.
Operationalization of Variables
All variables in the 2014 natality public use file were recorded in a fixed format,
with a coding scheme of either numeric, alphabetic, or blank. Each variable was in a
specific numerical position based on defined categories. Categories included: general,
prenatal care, child, mother, pregnancy history, father, other items, and medical and
health data. The position of each variable signifies its location in the data table. Study
variables and their positions are in Appendix A, 2014 Natality Data Dictionary.
Operationalization of variables was as follows: The primary study variables of this study
were PNC (independent exposure variable), GWG (independent variable), and infant
birthweight (dependent outcome variables). PNC (PRECARE) was measured on a
nominal scale as it was merely a categorical representation of prenatal care utilization.
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PNC took on a bivariate response of yes or no describing whether respondents accessed
PNC services or not. In this form, PNC made no mention of frequency of visits and
simply represented a quantification of the sample that utilized PNC services or not.
Regarding mediation, PNC was quantified based on the number of visits during
respective trimesters to determine if mediation of the GWG/LBW relationship was
supported based on the frequency or timing of visits. PNC in positions 224-225 defined
as the month PNC began, took on the following values: (a) 00 represented no PNC; and
(b) 01-10, represented the month PNC began. The prenatal care variable was recoded into
the (PRECARE5) variable in position 27 to represent trimesters and took on the
following values:
1. First trimester
2. Second trimester
3. Third trimester
4. No PNC.
This variable was measured on an interval scale as the order was essential and equal
intervals existed between the measurements in representing the trimester of pregnancy.
PNC visits (PREVIS-REC) in positions 242-243 were measured on an interval scale and
was represented by the following values:
01. No visits
02. 1-2 visits
03. 3-4 visits
04. 5-6 visits
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05. 7-8 visits
06. 9-10 visits
07. 11-12 visits
08. 13-14 visits
09. 15-16 visits
10. 17-18 visits
11. 19 or more visits.
PNC, as measured in this study, was represented both categorically in that the month
prenatal care began was analyzed, and as a discrete variable, as the quantitative
(numerical) values in some of the recoded variables took on a finite number of values.
Maternal race was measured on a nominal (categorical) scale and based on selfidentification by participants. Maternal race was bridged, and those that identified as a
single race, and those that identified as more than one race were bridged together. Race
(MBRACE) in position 110 took on the following values:
1. White
2. Black
3. American Indian or Alaskan Native
4. Asian or Pacific Islander
To coincide with the study purpose the variable weight gain (WTGAIN) in positions 304305 was measured as a continuous interval variable as the responses were coded as
follows: 00-97, weight gain in pounds; and 98, 98 pounds and over. Birthweight
(BWTR12) was analyzed to address the issue of LBW. LBW was analyzed as a bivariate
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as the value responses were either yes or no. The “yes” category of LBW represented live
infants born weighing less 2499 grams or less and the “no” category was indicative of
live infants born weighing 2500 grams or more. A continuous variable in positions 509510, BWTR12 was measured on an interval scale and had the following values:
01. 0227 - 0499 grams
02. 0500 – 0999 grams
03. 1000 - 1499 grams
04. 1500 – 1999 grams
05. 2000 – 2499 grams
06. 2500 – 2999 grams
07. 3000 – 3499 grams
08. 3500 – 3999 grams
09. 4000 – 4499 grams
10. 4500 – 4999 grams
11. 5000 – 8165 grams.
Imputation was used to treat missing values. Nominal and ordinal values that
were missing were imputed by randomly sampling the observed categories. Scale
variables were imputed using predicted values from the regression (the mean), followed
by addition of a random amount to each imputed value based on the prediction error
(Gelman & Hill, 2006). Unknown values were excluded from the study.
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Operationalization of Potential Confounding Variables
Educational attainment is another potential confounder of the association between
PNC, GWG, and LBW. Educational attainment (MEDUC) was a nominal categorical
variable that took on the following values and definitions:
1. eight grade or less
2. ninth through twelfth grade with no diploma
3. high school graduate or GED completed
4. some college credit, but not a degree
5. Associate degree (AA, AS)
6. Bachelor’s degree (BA, BS AB)
7. Master’s degree (MA, MS, MEng, MSW, MBA)
8. Doctorate (Ph.D., EdD) or professional degree (MD, DDS, DVM, LLB, JD)
BMI (BMI_R), a nominal variable was calculated based on maternal prepregnancy
weight (PWgt_r), a discrete variable. BMI took on the following coding schemes:
1. Underweight < 18.5
2. Normal, 18.5-24.9
3. Overweight, 25.0-29.9
4. Obesity I, 35.0-34.9
5. Obesity II, 35.0-39.9
6. Extreme Obesity III, ≥ 40
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Marital status (DMAR) in position 120, was categorical and measured on an ordinal scale
as the responses indicated direction, as well as information on the level of agreement of
the responses, was as follows:
1. Married
2. Unmarried
Cigarette use by trimester in positions 261-264, was measured on an ordinal scale and
took on the following values for each variable:
0. Nonsmoker
1. 1-5
2. 6-10
3. 11-20
4. 21-40
5. 41 or more
The values of this variable allowed for analysis of the relationship between cigarettes
used during each trimester and the primary study variables. The maternal risk factor
gestational diabetes (RF_GDIAB in position 314) was measured on a nominal scale and
had a bivariate response of (a) yes or (b) no.
Data Analysis Plan
Stata version 14.1 statistical software was used to carry out statistical analyses.
Collected from all 50 states, the CDC National Center for Health Statistics receives birth
data from all vital registration areas electronically through the Vital Statistics
Cooperative Program. Inclusion criteria were births that occurred to U.S. residents and
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within the United States. Exclusion criteria were births that occurred to nonresidents or
residents that resided outside of the United States. As some areas delayed implementation
of the 2003 Standard Certificate of Live Births, 2014 data included data for both versions
of the document. As a result, reporting “flags” were developed to help distinguish records
that were not comparable between the 1989 and 2003 versions, as well as identify areas
that had collected data of sufficient or insufficient quality (CDC, 2015). Also, 2014
natality data utilized “blanks” to represent items in revised areas that were not common
or comparable across revisions, representing 0.3% of births (CDC, 2015). Blanks were
treated as unknowns for tabulation purposes. Flags and blanks aided in accurately tallying
births with incomplete national data. Computed rates for vital data related the vital events
of a group to the population of a similarly defined group (e.g., 2014 births and 2014
LBW infants). This approach aided in avoiding discrepancies from differences in the
enumeration methods used to obtain population data versus the registration method used
to collect vital statistics data (Schachter, 1962).
Data extracted came from the mothers and facility worksheets. There were
differences in data quality and type from each state, and within states as the collection of
hospital data differed (CDC, 2015). Data for some entries were missing and did not meet
the threshold criteria for inclusion. Electronic files were checked automatically for
inconsistencies between data items, individual item code validity, and completeness. An
ongoing analysis was also conducted to detect issues in overall quality such as failure to
follow coding rules established by National Center for Health Statistics, system and
software errors, and inadequate reporting. The National Center for Health Statistics used
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statistical tests to highlight differences for follow-up. Registration areas were informed if
differences were found and asked for a verification of counts or determination of
differences, followed by transmittal of corrections to the National Center for Health
Statistics. A review of the study research study questions follows. The research questions
for the study were:
RQ1: Is there a significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight?
H0: There is no significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight.
Ha: There is a significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight.
RQ2: Does prenatal care have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight?
H0: Prenatal care does not have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight.
Ha: Prenatal care does have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight.
RQ3: Does prenatal care have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group?
H0: Prenatal care does not have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group.
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Ha: Prenatal care does have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group.
This quantitative analysis analyzed 2014 birth certificate data (see Appendix B)
using a combination of descriptive statistics, correlational analysis, and multivariate
analyses. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the frequency of each variable
and determine the incidence of LBW by race. Univariate analysis helped summarize the
distribution of the frequency and use of PNC, the range of GWG among the sample, and
the range of birthweights of live infants in 2014. Spearman’s rank correlation was carried
out to determine if there was a statistically significant relationship between GWG and
LWB. Binary logistic regression was carried out to determine if there was a statistically
significant relationship between GWG and LBW in the presence of confounding
variables (e.g., diabetes, cigarette use, maternal age, race, education, and marital status).
Baron and Kenny mediation analysis was carried out to determine whether PNC mediated
the relationship between GWG and LBW and if mediation differed by race. The
motivation-facilitation theory of prenatal care access was used to explain the role of
motivators and facilitators in initiating PNC. This study used a level of significance of
less than 5% and a confidence interval of 95% in all analyses utilizing Stata version 14.1
software.
RQ1 was addressed using Spearman rank correlation analysis and binary logistic
regression. The independent variable GWG and dependent variable LBW both had
quantitative responses and were analyzed using Spearman’s rank order correlation
coefficient, denoted r, with a range between -1 and +1 to depict the direction and strength
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of the relationship. The observed correlation was analyzed to determine statistical
significance utilizing binary logistic regression analysis. This statistical analysis assessed
the relationship between a single continuous independent variable (GWG), and the binary
dependent variable (LBW) to reflect a non-linear relationship (Sullivan, 2012) in the
presence of confounding variables (e.g., diabetes, cigarette use, maternal age, race,
education, and marital status).
RQ2 addressed three variables, PNC (independent), GWG (independent), and
LBW (dependent), and analyzed whether adding PNC to the logistic regression model
discussed in RQ1 mediated the relationship between GWG and LBW. Multivariable
methods allowed for analysis of interrelationships among multiple risk factors or
exposure variables and a single outcome as stated in the analysis for RQ1 (Sullivan,
2012). Baron and Kenny mediation analysis was used in RQ2 and RQ3 to determine
whether PNC (denoted M) mediated the relationship between independent variable GWG
(denoted X) and dependent variable LBW (denoted Y) as represented in the single
mediator model below (see figure 2).
Prenatal care
(PNC)
M

Gestational
Weight Gain
(GWG)
X
Figure 2. Single mediator model.

c’

Low Birth
Weight
(LBW)

Y
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Baron and Kenny’s mediation analysis (1986), was used to assess and compare the
relationship between GWG and LBW before and after adjusting for PNC, the intervening
variable. Using a single mediator model coefficient c’ relates GWG to LBW and was
adjusted for the effects of PNC (i.e., the direct effect of GWG on LBW); coefficient b
relates PNC to LBW and is adjusted for the effects of GWG; and coefficient a relates
GWG to PNC. The aim of RQ3 was to address if PNC mediated the relationship between
GWG and LBW among White, Black, American Indian or Alaskan Native, and Asian or
Pacific Islander women. The aim was to also determine if mediation differed by race.
Binary logistic regression and Baron and Kenny mediation analysis applied
stepwise procedures using a p-value of < .05 from the stratified analysis. Adjustment of
models was necessary to account for possible confounding of maternal characteristics and
risk factors. This study used a level of significance of less than 5% and a confidence
interval of 95% in all analyses utilizing Stata version 14.1 software.
Threats to Validity
Several threats to validity were present in this study. Recall bias, overall and
stratum-specific responses, sample sizes for sub-populations, data quality, and
generalizability were potential threats. Recall bias and misinterpretation of questions are
inherent in recall surveys and could have led to unreliable estimates and prevalence
variations when comparing birth certificate data to medical record data. Overall and
stratum-specific responses must meet a minimum threshold for minimal nonresponse bias
of 65% for inclusion in national samples. Omitting areas that did not meet this threshold
could have affected population estimates, and the ability to make statistical inferences
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(CDC, 2016). Approximately 3% of data values for maternal education, and BMI were
missing/unknown and excluded from analyses which could have led to a reduction in
variability, and weakened the covariance and correlation estimates in the data (Sullivan,
2012). There are inherent issues in analyzing birth certificate data. First, the quality of the
extracted vital records was dependent on the procedures in place for the hospital that
completed the record and could have resulted in underreporting in the prevalence of
numerous maternal health indicators (CDC, 2016). This study used the motivationfacilitation theory of prenatal care access as a framework which considered motivating
factors that influenced seeking PNC as opposed to barriers. This approach was potentially
problematic as there was a risk of misinterpreting data or incorrectly categorizing
pregnancy intention (Phillippi & Roman, 2013). Birth certificate data represented a
complete count of women that recently gave birth. For this reason, results obtained from
statistical analyses and inferences may not have been generalizable as under-represented
populations were not over-sampled. The sample consisted of 1104 women from each
race.
Potential threats to construct validity were possible as questions may not have
been understandable leading to either over- or underreporting of specific constructs.
Confounding constructs was another possible threat to validity as the wide geographical
range of data collection may not have revealed confounders that were specific to other
geographic regions, also affecting the generalizability of results.
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Ethical Procedures and Walden IRB
Access to Secondary Data
U.S. 2014 birth certificate natality micro-data is considered public-use and was
downloaded from the National Center for Health Statistics website, and no permissions
were necessary. The corresponding 2014 user guide for the data set was also available for
download. The 2014 birth file was a flat file that required input of a code file to open the
file in Stata version 14.1, which was obtained from the National Bureau of Economic
Research website.
Treatment of Human Participants
Protection of human subjects was integral to this research. Participant consent is
important in protecting study participants, researchers, and organizations. Upon
admission to U.S. hospitals for birth, data was collected from expectant mothers as well
as from hospital staff for entrance and completion of the U.S. standard birth certificate
(CDC, 2017). Confidentiality is important, and the national vital statistics program has
taken steps to ensure that participants were not identifiable. For example, publicly
accessible micro-data was scrubbed to ensure that any personal identifiers were not
present. Also, geographic and date specific details were amended to reflect new
confidentiality standards. Before 1989, birth data contained all counties, as well as exact
dates; from 1989 to 2004, only geographic identifiers of cities and counties with
populations 100,000 or more were present, but no exact dates. Linked birth/death microdata before 2005, only contained geographic identifiers for counties and cities with
populations that were 250,000 or more. In 2005, individual-level vital events data became
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available at the national level only, with no geographic identifiers, without exact dates,
and varied from year to year. Customized birth micro-data files that contain geographic
detail for states and counties is available by request. If approved, data will be provided at
no cost, on CD or DVD after a review of the request by the National Association for
Public Health Statistics and Information Systems (NAPHSIS), the representative of state
vital registrars. Some states have regulations or policies, and laws that restrict the release
of some information and requests for data could not contravene any state limitation. Upon
approval, a data user agreement is issued that govern the use of data by researchers, and
renewal and approval processes (CDC, 2017).
Study data will remain on my personal, password-protected laptop. During the
original collection of data, study participants were made aware that linking their data with
other sources could occur. Walden University’s IRB approved this study.
Summary
This section provided an overview of the quantitative analysis utilized for this
study and the rationale for why this method was appropriate. Also included was an
overview of the research methodology to include the population and sampling techniques.
Operationalization of variables and constructs, internal and external validity, an overview
of data collection and analysis, and a discussion of ethical procedures were reviewed. A
presentation of study results and findings will follow.
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Section 3: Presentation of the Results and Findings
Introduction
In this section, I present the data collection, results, and a summary of findings.
The purpose of this study was to carry out a quantitative analysis to assess the mediating
role of PNC in the relationship between GWG and LBW and whether there were
significant differences by racial group. I wanted to determine whether the benefits of
PNC posited in the literature (Greenberg, 1983; Krans & Davis, 2014; Lathrop, 2013)
extended equally to women and infants of all races while accounting for possible
confounding variables. Binary logistic regression only helps determine whether an
association exists, whereas Baron and Kenny mediation analysis helps determine if data
supports mediation by carrying out a series of three regressions. For data to support
mediation four criteria must be met. First, GWG must be related to LBW. Second, GWG
must be related to PNC. Next, PNC must be related to LBW while in the presence of the
GWG. Lastly, there should not be a significant association between GWG and LBW in
the presence of PNC. Research questions and hypotheses that align with the study
purpose are as follows:
RQ1: Is there a significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight?
H0: There is no significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight.
Ha: There is a significant association between gestational weight gain and low
birthweight.
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RQ2: Does prenatal care have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight?
H0: Prenatal care does not have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight.
Ha: Prenatal care does have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight.
RQ3: Does prenatal care have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group?
H0: Prenatal care does not have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group.
Ha: Prenatal care does have a mediating role in the relationship between
gestational weight gain and low birthweight that differs by racial group.
Data Collection of Secondary Data Set
Following identification of the research variables, the location of the dataset took
place within a 2-week time frame. All women that were residents of the United States
who had recently given birth to a live infant were eligible to be included in the study.
Stratum-specific responses met the CDC guidelines for minimal nonresponse bias of 65%
in national samples (CDC, 2016). There were no discrepancies in the use of this dataset
as presented in Section 2. Population estimates regarding states that barely met the
threshold created a risk of not being able to make statistical inferences (CDC, 2016). The
sample was made up of all mothers of childbearing age, who were U.S. residents, and had
live births. The sample was stratified by race as follows: White (n = 1,104), Black (n =
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1,104), American Indian or Alaskan Native (n = 1,104), and Asian or Pacific Islander (n
= 1,104). Of this sample, mothers who gave birth to LBW infants accounted for 9%,
while normal weight and macrosomia infants accounted for 91%. Data showed that in
2014, of the 3,988,076 births, 9.5% were LBW (including LBW and very LBW), making
the distribution of LBW births in my sample comparable and representative about
birthweight to population estimates.
Descriptive Statistics and Univariate Analysis
Summary statistics were calculated for interval and ratio variables. Frequencies
and percentages were calculated for nominal variables. The most frequently observed
category of PNC was Yes (n = 4183, 95%). The most frequently observed category of
birthweight was Normal & Macrosomia (n = 4011, 91%). There were 163 unknown
values for PNC and three for birthweight that were excluded from analyses. Frequencies
and percentages are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Frequency Table for Nominal Variables
Variable
PNC
Yes
No
Unknown
Missing
Birthweight
VLBW
LBW
Normal & Macrosomia
Unknown
Missing

n

%

4183
70
163
0

94.72
1.59
3.69
0.00

80
324
4009
3
0

1.81
7.34
90.78
0.07
0.00
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Note. Due to rounding errors, percentages may not equal 100%.
Summary statistics. The observations for maternal age had an average of 4.24
(SD = 1.24, SEM = 0.02, Min = 1.00, Max = 9.00). The observations for marital status had
an average of 1.47 (SD = 0.50, SEM = 0.01, Min = 1.00, Max = 2.00). The observations
for PNC had an average of 6.73 (SD = 2.16, SEM = 0.03, Min = 1.00, Max = 12.00). The
observations for GWG had an average of 32.80 (SD = 20.89, SEM = 0.31, Min = 0.00,
Max = 99.00). The observations for maternal education had an average of 4.18 (SD =
1.81, SEM = 0.03, Min = 0.24, Max = 11.62). The observations for BMI had an average of
3.12 (SD = 1.67, SEM = 0.03, Min = -1.02, Max = 9.00). There were 119 values each
missing for maternal education and BMI, which were corrected using multiple
imputation. Skewness and kurtosis were also calculated and are in Table 2. In assessing
symmetry, a skewness value greater than or equal to 2, or less than or equal to -2,
signified asymmetry about the variable mean. A value greater than or equal to 3 for
kurtosis signifies a variable distribution that is different from that of a normal distribution
toward the production of outliers (Westfall & Henning, 2013).
Table 2
Summary Statistics for Interval and Ratio Variables
Variable
M
SD
n
SEM
Skewness
Age
4.24
1.24
4416
0.02
0.18
Marital status
1.47
0.50
4416
0.01
0.12
PNC
6.73
2.16
4416
0.03
0.07
GWG
32.80
20.89
4416
0.31
1.44
Education
4.18
1.81
4416
0.03
0.50
BMI
3.12
1.67
4416
0.03
1.79
Note. ‘-’ denotes the sample size is too small to calculate statistic.

Kurtosis
-0.46
-1.99
0.49
2.70
-0.42
3.61
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Results
Spearman’s Rank Correlation
I used Spearman’s rank correlation, a nonparametric test, to investigate the
relationship between GWG and LBW (see Figure 3), and I ranked/ordered both variables.
I also used Spearman’s rank correlation to measure the degree of association between
GWG and LBW. This analysis did not make any assumptions about the distribution of
the data and was the appropriate correlation analysis because the variables measured were
at least ordinal level (Conover & Iman, 1981). There were two assumptions necessary to
obtain valid results using Spearman’s correlation. The assumptions required the variables
measured be continuous or ordinal and that the relationship is monotonic. Monotonic
means that as the values of one variable increase, the values of the other either increases
or decreases, though meeting this assumption is flexible. Cohen’s standard was used to
evaluate the strength of the relationship. Coefficients between .10 and .29 were
representative of small effect size; .30 and .49 were indicative of moderate effect size,
and above .50 indicated a large effect size (Cohen, 1988). A Spearman correlation
requires that the relationship between variable pairs be monotonic, or not change
direction (Conover & Iman, 1981). Violation of this assumption can be visualized in a
scatterplot when there is an apparent shift from a positive to negative (or the opposite)
relationship.
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Figure 3. Scatterplot between weight gain and birthweight.
Results. There was a significant positive correlation between GWG and
birthweight (rs = 0.14, p < .001). The correlation coefficient between weight gain and
birthweight was 0.14 indicating a small effect size. This value was an indication that as
GWG increases, birthweight increases. Thus, the alternate hypothesis was accepted.
respectively.
Spearman’s correlation was used to measure the strength of the relationship
between GWG and LBW and is denoted rs, and is constrained by -1 ≤ rs ≤ 1, with values
closer to -1 and 1 indicating a stronger relationship and hence an effect size capable of
describing the strength of the relationship. Statistical analysis showed that Spearman’s ρ
= 0.14, which indicated a small association between the variables. Statistical output stated
that Prob > |t| = 0.0000. This value revealed that although the association was small, it
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was significant because it was less than p = .05, indicating rejection of the null
hypothesis.
Binary Logistic Regression
Binary logistic regression was carried out to determine whether GWG
(independent variable) influenced the odds of observing the No category of LBW
(dependent binary variable) in the presence of maternal age (IV1), Black race (IV2),
American Indian or Alaskan Native (IV3), Asian or Pacific Islander (IV4), marital status
(IV5), GWG (IV6), education (IV7), BMI (IV8), cigarettes use (IV9), and gestational
diabetes (IV10). The regression equation is as follows:
Model 1: DV = Intercept +IV1ß + IV2ß + IV3ß + IV4ß + IV5ß + IV6ß + IV7ß +
2
IV8ß + IV9ß + IV10ß (R = 0.02)

LBW = -2.86 + 0.11 + 0.56 + -0.14 + 0.11 + 0.15 + -0.06 + -0.04 + 0.00 + 0.52 +
-0.08
Within the equation, DV is the dependent variable, IV is the independent variable, ß
represents the Beta coefficient, and R2 is the R-Squared statistic.
The model was fitted by standard maximum likelihood p-values by the Wald
Statistic, and the Model Fit Statistics were as follows: χ2 = 50.285 on 12 df, p < .001, p =
4413, and McFadden R2 = 0.009. Binary logistic regression was most appropriate as there
were more than one nominal and ordinal variables thought to be mediators of the nominal
level dichotomous dependent variable, LBW. The reference category for LBW was No.
The overall model was significant.
Assumptions. The relationship between multicollinearity and Variance Inflation
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Factors (VIFs) is pertinent as VIFs aided in the detection of multicollinearity between
possible confounders (Menard, 2010). High VIFs signify amplified effects of
multicollinearity in the model. VIFs that are more than five can be problematic in that
multicollinearity increases the standard error and can lead to independent variables being
found to be insignificant when they are in fact significant. VIF values of 10 should be
considered the maximum upper limit (Menard, 2010). Table 3 includes the VIF for each
variable in the model.
Table 3
Variance Inflation Factors Based on Variable
Variable
Age
Race
Marital status
GWG
Education
BMI
Cigarette use
Gestational diabetes

VIF
1.32
1.38
1.52
1.08
1.35
1.11
1.13
1.04

Results. The overall model was significant, χ2(12) = 50.29, p < .001, suggesting
that maternal age, race, marital status, education, cigarette use, BMI, GWG, and
gestational diabetes had a significant effect on the odds of observing the Yes category of
LBW. McFadden’s R-squared was calculated to examine the model fit, where values
greater than .2 are indicative of models with excellent fit (Louviere, Hensher, & Swait,
2000). The McFadden R-squared value calculated for this model was 0.02. The
regression coefficient for age was significant, B = 0.11, OR = 1.12, p = .017, indicating
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that for a one unit increase in age, the odds of observing the Yes category of LBW would
increase by approximately 12%. The regression coefficient for Black race was
significant, B = 0.56, OR = 1.75, p < .001, indicating that for a one unit increase in Black
race, the odds of observing the Yes category of LBW would in increase by approximately
75%. The regression coefficient for American Indian or Alaskan Native race was not
significant, B = -0.14, OR = 0.87, p = .395, indicating that American Indian or Alaskan
Native race, did not have a significant effect on the odds of observing the Yes category of
LBW. The regression coefficient for Asian or Pacific Islander was not significant, B =
0.11, OR = 1.12, p = .486, indicating that Asian or Pacific Islander race, did not have a
significant effect on the odds of observing the Yes category of LBW. The regression
coefficient for marital status was not significant, B = 0.15, OR = 1.16, p = .249,
indicating that marital status, did not have a significant effect on the odds of observing
the Yes category of LBW. The regression coefficient for GWG was not significant, B = 0.06, OR = 0.94, p = .055, indicating that GWG, did not have a significant effect on the
odds of observing the Yes category of LBW. The regression coefficient for maternal
education was not significant, B = -0.04, OR = 0.96, p = .278, indicating that maternal
education, did not have a significant effect on the odds of observing the Yes category of
LBW. The regression coefficient for BMI was not significant, B = 0.00, OR = 1.00, p =
.971, indicating that BMI, did not have a significant effect on the odds of observing the
Yes category of LBW. The regression coefficient for the Yes category of cigarette use
was significant, B = 0.52, OR = 1.68, p = .003, indicating that for a one unit increase in
cigarette use, the odds of observing the Yes category of LBW would increase by
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approximately 68%. The regression coefficient for the Yes category of gestational
diabetes was not significant, B = -0.08, OR = 0.93, p = .729, indicating that the Yes
category of gestational diabetes, did not have a significant effect on the odds of observing
the Yes category of LBW. Table 4 summarizes the results of the regression model.
Table 4
Logistic Regression Model Results Based on Variable
Variable
B
(Intercept)
-2.86
Age
0.11
Race Black
0.56
Race American Indian or Alaskan Native
-0.14
Race Asian or Pacific Islander
0.11
Marital status
0.15
GWG
-0.06
Education
-0.04
BMI
0.00
Cigarette use
0.52
Gestational diabetes
-0.08
2
2
Note. χ (12) = 50.29, p < .001, McFadden R = 0.02.

SE
0.38
0.05
0.15
0.17
0.16
0.13
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.17
0.22

2

χ
57.89
5.71
14.04
0.72
0.48
1.33
3.67
1.18
0.00
9.13
0.12

p
< .001
.017
< .001
.395
.486
.249
.055
.278
.971
.003
.729

OR
1.12
1.75
0.87
1.12
1.16
0.94
0.96
1.00
1.68
0.93

Baron and Kenny Mediation
Introduction. Baron and Kenny mediation analysis was carried out to determine
if PNC mediated the relationship between GWG and birthweight. A series of three
regressions were conducted to determine if the data supported mediation. For Step 1,
GWG was added to the null model with birthweight. PNC visits were added into the
model and analyzed for association with GWG at Step 2. Analysis of GWG, PNC, and
LBW occurred in steps 3 and 4. To support mediation, GWG must be related to LBW,
GWG must be related to PNC, PNC related to LBW in the presence of GWG, and there
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should not be a significant association between GWG and LBW in the presence of PNC
(Baron & Kenny, 1986). In this analysis, the independent variable was GWG (Y), the
mediator was PNC (M), the dependent variable was birthweight (X), and b was the effect.
The regression models were as follows:
Step 1:
Y=b0+b1X+e
Birthweight ~ GWG (R2 = 0.006, p < .001)
Step 2:
M=b0+b2X+e
PNC ~ GWG (R2 = 0.034, p < .001)
Steps 3 and 4: Y=b0+b4X+b3M+e
Birthweight ~ GWG + PNC (R2 = 0.011, p < .001)
Results. The regression step of birthweight on GWG was significant, F(2, 4414)
= 27.83, p < .001. The results showed that GWG was significantly associated with
birthweight, B =0.06, indicating that the first criterion for mediation was satisfied.
Second, the regression step associating GWG with PNC was carried out. The regression
of PNC on GWG was significant, F(2, 4414) = 154.24, p < .001. The results showed that
GWG was significantly associated with PNC, B = 1.98, indicating that the second
criterion for mediation was satisfied. Next, the regression step associating GWG, PNC,
and birthweight was carried out. The regression of birthweight on GWG and PNC were
significant, F(3, 4413) = 23.51, p < .001 suggesting that GWG and PNC accounted for a
significant amount of variance in birthweight. The results showed that PNC was
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significantly associated with birthweight when GWG was included in the model, B = 0.00, indicating that the third criterion for mediation was satisfied. The results showed
that GWG was significantly associated with birthweight when PNC was included in the
model, B = 0.07, indicating that the fourth criterion for mediation was not satisfied. Items
1, 2, and 3 were met, while the fourth criterion was not. Therefore, data supported partial
mediation. Table 5 presents results of mediation analysis.
Table 5
Regression Results with PNC Mediating the Relationship Between Birthweight and GWG
Mediation Results
Dependent
Regression 1:
Birthweight
Regression 2:
PNC
Regression 3:
Birthweight

Independent

B

SE

t

p

GWG

0.06

0.01

5.27

< .001

GWG

1.98

0.16

12.42

< .001

GWG
PNC

0.07
-0.00

0.01
0.00

6.00
-4.37

< .001
< .001

RQ3 aimed to determine whether PNC had a mediating role in the relationship
between GWG and LBW that differed by racial group. As the null hypothesis for RQ2
was rejected, focus shifted to determining if the same held true for RQ3.
Baron and Kenny Mediation by Race (RQ3)
For Step 1, GWG was entered into the null model with birthweight. PNC visits
were added into the model and analyzed for association with GWG at Step 2. In Steps 3
and 4 GWG, PNC, and LBW were analyzed. In this analysis, the independent variable
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was GWG (Y), the mediator was PNC (M), the dependent variable was birthweight (X),
and b was the effect.
White. First, the regression associating GWG and birthweight was carried out.
The regression of birthweight on GWG was not significant, F(2, 1102) = 2.43, p = .119.
The results showed that GWG was not significantly associated with birthweight, B =
1.52, indicating that the first criterion for mediation was not satisfied. Second, the
regression associating GWG with PNC was carried out. The regression of PNC on GWG
was significant, F(2, 1102) = 28.58, p < .001. The results showed that GWG was
significantly associated with PNC, B = 0.13, indicating that the second criterion for
mediation was satisfied. Next, the regression associating GWG and PNC with
birthweight was carried out. The regression of birthweight on GWG and PNC was not
significant, F(3, 1101) = 1.31, p = .269 suggesting that GWG and PNC did not account
for a significant amount of variance in birthweight. Results showed that PNC was not
significantly associated with birthweight when GWG was included in the model, B = .0.56 indicating that the third criterion for mediation was not satisfied. The results
showed that GWG was not significantly associated with birthweight when PNC was
included in the model, B = 1.59, indicating that the fourth criterion for mediation was
satisfied. Since item 1 and item 3 were not met, data did not support mediation. Table 6
presents results of mediation analysis by White race. The regression equation is as
follows:
Step 1:
Y=b0+b1X+e
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Birthweight ~ GWG (R2 = 0.002, p = .119)
Step 2:
M=b0+b2X+e
PNC ~ GWG (R2 = 0.025, p < .001)
Steps 3 and 4: Y=b0+b4X+b3M+e
Birthweight ~ GWG + PNC (R2 = 0.002, p = .269)
Table 6
Regression Results with PNC Mediating the Relationship Between Birthweight and GWG
for White race
Dependent
Regression 1:
Birthweight
Regression 2:
PNC
Regression 3:
Birthweight

Independent

B

SE

t

p

GWG

1.52

0.98

1.56

.119

GWG

0.13

0.02

5.35

< .001

GWG
PNC

1.59
-0.56

0.99
1.25

1.61
-0.45

.108
.654

Black. First, the regression model associating GWG and birthweight was carried
out. The regression of birthweight on GWG was significant, F(2, 1102) = 17.02, p < .001.
Results showed that GWG was significantly associated with birthweight, B = 3.57,
indicating that the first criterion for mediation was satisfied. Second, the regression with
GWG predicting PNC was carried out. The regression of PNC on GWG was significant,
F(2, 1102) = 53.02, p < .001. The results showed that GWG was significantly associated
with PNC, B = 0.21, indicating that the second criterion for mediation was satisfied.
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Next, the regression of GWG and PNC on birthweight was carried out. The regression of
birthweight on GWG and PNC was significant, F(3, 1101) = 9.58, p < .001 which
suggested GWG and PNC accounted for a significant amount of variance in birthweight.
The results showed that PNC was not significantly associated with birthweight when
GWG was included in the model, B = -1.33, indicating that the third criterion for
mediation was not satisfied. The results showed that GWG was significantly associated
with birthweight when PNC was included in the model, B = 3.85, indicating that the
fourth criterion for mediation was not satisfied. Since items 3 and 4 did not meet criteria,
mediation was not supported. Table 7 presents results of mediation analysis by Black
race. The regression equation is as follows:
Step 1:
Y=b0+b1X+e
2
Birth weight ~ GWG (R = 0.015, p < .001)

Step 2:
M=b0+b2X+e
PNC ~ GWG (R2 = 0.046, p < .001)
Steps 3 and 4: Y=b0+b4X+b3M+e
Birth weight ~ GWG + PNC (R2 = 0.017, p < .001)
Table 7
Regression Results with PNC Mediating the Relationship between Birthweight and GWG
for Black race
Dependent
Regression 1:

Independent

B

SE

t

P
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Birthweight

GWG

3.57

0.87

4.13

< .001

Regression 2:
PNC

GWG

0.21

0.03

7.28

< .001

GWG
PNC

3.85
-1.33

0.89
0.92

4.34
-1.46

< .001
.145

Regression 3:
Birthweight

American Indian or Alaskan Native. The regression with GWG and birthweight
was carried out. The regression of birthweight on GWG was significant, F(2, 1102) =
4.72, p = .030. The results showed that GWG was significantly associated with
birthweight, B = 1.93, indicating that the first criterion for mediation was satisfied.
Second, the regression with GWG and PNC was carried out. The regression of PNC on
GWG was not significant, F(2, 1102) = 40.54, p < .001. The results showed that GWG
was significantly associated with PNC, B = 0.14, indicating that the second criterion for
mediation was satisfied. Next, the regression with GWG, PNC, and birthweight was
carried out. The regression of birthweight on GWG and PNC was significant, F(3, 1101)
= 11.91, p < .001 suggesting that GWG and PNC accounted for a significant amount of
variance in birthweight. Further examination showed that PNC was significantly
associated with birthweight when GWG was included in the model, B = -5.31, indicating
that the third criterion for mediation was satisfied. The results showed that GWG was
significantly associated with birthweight when PNC was included in the model, B = 2.66,
indicating that the fourth criterion for mediation was not satisfied. Since items 1, 2, and 3
were met, but 4 was not, partial mediation was supported. Table 8 presents results of
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mediation analysis by American Indian or Alaskan Native race. The regression equation
is as follows:
Step 1:
Y=b0+b1X+e
Birth weight ~ GWG (R2 = 0.004, p = .030)
Step 2:
M=b0+b2X+e
2
PNC ~ GWG (R = 0.035, p < .001)

Steps 3 and 4: Y=b0+b4X+b3M+e
Birth weight ~ GWG + PNC (R2 = 0.021, p < .001)
Table 8
Regression Results with PNC Mediating the Relationship Between Birthweight and GWG
for American Indian or Alaskan Native race
Dependent
Regression
1:
Birth weight
Regression
2:
PNC
Regression
3:
Birth weight

Independent

B

SE

t

P

GWG

1.92

0/89

2.17

.030

GWG

0.14

0.02

6.37

< .001

GWG
PNC

2.66
-5.31

0.89
1.22

2.97
-4.36

.003
<.001

Asian or Pacific Islander. First, the regression step with GWG and birthweight
was carried out. The regression of birthweight on GWG was significant, F(2, 1102) =
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9.02, p = .003. The results showed that GWG was significantly associated with
birthweight, B = 2.67, indicating that the first criterion for mediation was satisfied.
Second, the regression with GWG and PNC was carried out. The regression of PNC on
GWG was significant, F(2, 1102) = 35.19, p < .001. The results showed that GWG was
significantly associated with PNC, B = 0.17, indicating that the second criterion for
mediation was satisfied. Next, the regression with GWG and PNC and birthweight was
carried out. The regression of birthweight on GWG and PNC were significant, F(3, 1101)
= 7.99, p < .001 suggesting that GWG and PNC accounted for a significant amount of
variance in birthweight. Further examination showed that PNC was significantly
associated with birthweight when GWG was included in the model, B = -2.41, indicating
that the third criterion for mediation was satisfied. The results showed that GWG was
significantly associated with birthweight when PNC was included in the model, B = 3.09,
indicating that the fourth criterion for mediation was not satisfied. Since items 1, 2, and 3
were met, while 4 was not met, the data supported partial mediation. Table 9 presents
results by Asian or Pacific Islander race. The regression equation is as follows:
Step 1:
Y=b0+b1X+e
Birth weight ~ GWG (R2 = 0.008, p = .003)
Step 2:
M=b0+b2X+e
PNC ~ GWG (R2 = 0.031, p < .001)
Steps 3 and 4: Y=b0+b4X+b3M+e
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Birth weight ~ GWG + PNC (R2 = 0.014, p < .001)
Table 9
Regression Results with PNC Mediating the Relationship Between Birthweight and GWG
for Asian or Pacific Islander race
Dependent
Regression
1:
Birth weight
Regression
2:
PNC
Regression
3:
Birth weight

Independent

B

SE

T

P

GWG

2.67

0.89

3.00

.003

GWG

0.17

0.03

5.93

< .001

GWG
PNC

3.09
-2.41

0.90
0.92

3.43
-2.63

< .001
.009

Summary
The research questions aimed to determine if GWG was significantly associated
with LBW, if PNC mediated this relationship, and if there were differences by race in the
presence of maternal characteristics and risk factors. Spearman’s rank correlation showed
there was a significant association between GWG and birthweight. Binary logistic
regression revealed that there was a significant association between GWG and LBW in
the presence of covariates. The relationship between GWG and LBW was found to be
significant. Results also revealed that the overall model was significant, suggesting that
maternal age, race, marital status, education, cigarette use, BMI, GWG, and gestational
diabetes had a significant effect on the odds of observing the Yes category of LBW.
Baron and Kenny mediation analysis showed that PNC partially mediated the relationship
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between GWG and LBW in American Indian or Alaskan and Native Asian or Pacific
Islander races. Section 4 entails an interpretation of the findings, limitations of the study,
and recommendations for future research. Lastly, section 4 concludes with a discussion of
study implications as applicable to professional practice and social change, followed by
the conclusion.
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Section 4: Application to Professional Practice and Implications for Social Change
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to conduct a quantitative analysis to assess the
mediating role of PNC in the relationship between GWG and LBW and whether there
were significant differences by racial group. I wanted to determine whether the benefits
of PNC posited in the literature (Greenberg, 1983; Krans & Davis, 2014; Lathrop, 2013)
extended equally to women and infants of all races while accounting for possible
confounding variables. Key findings of the study were that GWG was significantly
associated with LBW. Furthermore, results showed that PNC was a partial mediator of
the relationship between GWG and LBW in American Indian or Alaskan and Native
Asian or Pacific Islander races. Study findings also showed that maternal age, race,
marital status, education, cigarette use, BMI, GWG, and gestational diabetes had a
significant effect on the odds of observing the Yes category of LBW.
Interpretation of the Findings
A review of the current and past literature shows consistent inferences between
GWG and infant birthweight with insufficient weight gain being related to the incidence
of LBW infants (Alberico et al., 2014; Berger et al., 2015; Li et al., 2013). The findings
of this study also confirmed that there was a statistically significant association between
GWG and LBW. Researchers have not clearly delineated the efficacy of PNC in the
maternal/infant relationship and why it differs by race. For example, PNC only partially
mediated the relationship between GWG and LBW in American Indian or Alaskan and
Native Asian or Pacific Islander women in this study, but did not support mediation at all
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in White women, which has been posited in the literature. Literature reviewed also
showed that excess GWG is a protective factor, and though first trimester PNC initiation
declined across all races, Black race was still associated with higher rates of LBW infants
for reasons unknown (Abrams & Selvin, 1995; Davis et al., 2014; Healthy People 2020,
2016). Empirical testing of effectiveness has not been conducted based on my review of
the literature, and PNC indices lack standardization to permit efficacious analyses across
models. This study also confirmed that age, Black race, and cigarette use are significantly
associated with LBW. For a one-unit increase in age, the odds of observing the Yes
category of LBW would increase by approximately 12%; for a one-unit increase in Black
race, the odds of observing the Yes category of LBW would in increase by approximately
75%; and for a one-unit increase in cigarette use, the odds of observing the Yes category
of LBW would increase by approximately 68%. These factors have also been confirmed
in the literature presented in this study. Researchers have shown that maternal ages at the
lower and upper limits are risk factors for LBW, whereas PNC initiation and sustainment
have afforded some protection from adverse birth outcomes for those who sought care
(see Dennis & Mollborn, 2013; see Heaman et al., 2015; see Xaverius et al., 2016). Data
from the 2014 period showed that despite public health officials’ best efforts to associate
teenage pregnancy with higher rates of LBW, teen birth rates declined between 5% and
16% in 43 states and Washington, DC (CDC, 2016).
The motivation-facilitation theory of PNC access differs from other theories in
that the focus is on maternal desires to begin and maintain care, and facilitation such as
clinical goals to create open access to beneficial, person-centered care (Phillippi &
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Roman, 2013). Nationwide efforts and campaigns have served as motivators for public
health officials to facilitate dissemination of resources aimed at influencing teenage girls
and boys to abstain from sex and which have promoted the use of contraception (The
National Campaign, 2017; Stevens, 2015). White race is one factor that has been
attributed to increased motivation to initiate PNC (Healthy People 2020, 2016). Graphical
representation revealed that in 2014 the Healthy People 2020 objective of having 77.9%
of expectant mothers initiate PNC within the first trimester was not met and White
women continued to have the highest first-trimester PNC initiation rates (20%), though
Black women no longer had the lowest rates of compliance (16.8%; see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Barplot of PNC access grouped by maternal race.
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Smoking is another major risk factor of LBW and cessation efforts are often
integrated into PNC services (Windsor et al., 2014). According to the American
Pregnancy Association (2017), maternal smoking contributed to 20-30% of infants born
with LBW, with 12-30% of pregnant women admitting to smoking while pregnant.
Studies have shown that integrating smoking cessation as a part of PNC serves as a
positive motivator while highlighting the role of providers in the facilitation of care
(Colomar et al., 2015)
Univariate analysis in this study also showed that, of the pregnant women who
used PNC services, 89.7% did not smoke while only 8.6% did. In the sample used for this
study, the percentage of women who did not use PNC services was small—1.4% of these
women did not smoke compared to 0.2% that did, which suggests that other motivators
deserve consideration. Likewise, study results showed that the percentage of pregnant
women who maintained a normal BMI and accessed PNC services was 45% (see Figure
5).
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Figure 5. Barplot of PNC access grouped by BMI category.
Limitations of the Study
There are inherent issues with the collection of data from human participants.
Lapses in judgment could result in responses that are not factual, potentially shielding
relevant variables and relationships that could lead to confounding factors. Time,
memory lapses, misunderstanding of questions, and underreporting and/or inaccurate
reporting procedures were other potential limitations of this study. Differences in how
gestational age is reported by hospitals and states was a study limitation as the scale and
metric units used often differ between hospitals (National Center for Health Statistics,
2017). It was not possible for me to ascertain clinical intention or identify state-level data
using 2014 public-use micro-data. This restriction potentially prevented the assessment of
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valuable correlations that may have been pertinent to explaining geographical differences
in PNC utilization. Blanks were inserted in areas where responses did not meet the
threshold. Entering blanks affected accurate quantification and made variables from
different assessment periods incomparable. National data were analyzed which increased
the possibility of overlooking adverse maternal and birth outcomes specific to regions
and at the state level. Lastly, my use of a stratified random sampling technique to select
the study sample could have potentially caused study results not to be generalizable.
Recommendations and Implications for Professional Practice and Social Change
My study results support the need for research focused on sublevel analysis of
maternal characteristics that have been linked to higher rates of adverse maternal and
infant health outcomes. Recent literature has shown a significant association between
maternal race, age, smoking, and LBW (Hamilton et al., 2015; Xaverius et al., 2016).
This study also confirmed those findings and showed a significant association between
maternal age, Black race, smoking and LBW. In recent literature, Black race has been
associated with LBW as Black women are less likely to initiate PNC within the first
trimester, are more socioeconomically disadvantaged, and have higher rates of
overweight and obesity (Bediako et al., 2015). I recommend that future researchers use a
qualitative case-control approach to determine if ongoing efforts to combat teenage
pregnancy have a statistically significant association with declining teenage pregnancy
rates as compared to a control group, thus negating the effect of age.
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GWG was found to be significantly associated with LBW, though PNC was found to be
only a partial mediator of this relationship in this study among American Indian or
Alaskan Native and Asian or Pacific Islanders.
As the use of PNC indices is inadequate in determining the quality of care
(Kotelchuck, 1994), future studies should aim to implement a comprehensive,
standardized PNC index that will allow providers to assess better the advantages and
shortcomings of PNC. Micro-level analysis to look at cultural, familial, and social
influences should also be assessed in future studies to aid in filling in the gaps where
race, age, maternal education, and marital statuses have failed to explain the disparities
that exist. The motivation-facilitation theory of prenatal care access is relatively new
therefore, future studies should also employ a qualitative approach to attaining data on
motivators and facilitators of care, focusing on individuals and groups that experience
multiple barriers to care. Future studies should also focus on state-level analyses to
determine influencing factors that may be prevalent in one area but not others, as the
incidence of LBW differs by geographical region (Martinson & Reichman, 2016).
These recommendations for future research may help public health officials
understand why specific groups experience adverse birth outcomes as compared to
others. Studies on these topics may also equip providers and public health officials with
information necessary to increase the effectiveness and deliverance of PNC services,
potentially reducing LBW nationally. Lastly, study findings may potentially lead to
creation of a standardized PNC index that considers quality of care in addition to
quantity.
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Social Change
This study may promote social change by informing policies aimed at reducing
disparities in adverse maternal and infant health outcomes in the United States by
focusing on race-specific motivators. As such, fostering compliance may also ensure that
interventions are culturally sensitive and appropriate to bring about the desired changes.
Health equity involves ensuring optimal health and the removal of barriers (e.g., personal,
social support, attitudinal, and health care system barriers and program and service
facets) that are unnecessary, unavoidable, unfair, and unjust towards the advancement of
health (Marmot & Allen, 2014). Awareness of study findings may enable practitioners to
remove systematic barriers (e.g., institutional practices, hours of operation, patient
sensitivity, and cultural competence of staff) and traditional practices that have been
prevalent in addressing access, content, and barriers to PNC (Roozbeh, Nahidi, &
Hajiyan, 2016).
Application of study findings could also potentially lead to an increase in the
uptake of positive behaviors, support systems, and clinical support to expectant mothers.
Health equity may be more attainable as individuals increase uptake of positive behaviors
and PNC compliance while decreasing negative behaviors (e.g., tobacco and alcohol use,
inadequate nutritional intake, and stress) that may aid in minimizing the disparity gap
experienced amongst the racial groups. At the individual level, this study may aid in
fostering social change by providing culturally and socially sensitive motivators to
expectant mothers that are aimed at family involvement and increased social support
systems. This approach may aid in minimizing personal and systematic barriers (i.e.,
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personal beliefs, cultural beliefs, provisions for child care, transportation, more extended
office hours, and more locations). Increased awareness of the benefits of PNC through
community platforms is another potential implication of this study. Policy
implementation can reduce barriers to care by increasing sensitivity and specialized
training of obstetricians, providers, and clinical staff. Training should ensure providers
and staff are culturally competent and abreast of best practices regarding prenatal and
delivery care, effective communicators, and knowledgeable of client rights (Ouma et al.,
2010; Senarath, Fernando, & Rodrigo, 2007).
Conclusion
Race is a critical factor in adverse maternal and birth outcomes, and specific racial
and ethnic groups are at a higher disadvantage (Hamilton, Martin, & Osterman, 2015).
Focusing on race has not advanced the field towards implementation of policies and
interventions that have effectively diminished the disparities experienced in adverse birth
outcomes. Results from this study showed there to be a significant association between
Black race and LBW suggesting the need for further research into micro- and macro-level
factors to aid in decreasing the disparity gaps experienced. As higher levels of maternal
education and marital status have been associated with increased motivation to seek out
and sustain PNC (Clements & Bailey, 2015), there exist motivators outside of these
commonly cited factors that serve to steer non-Hispanic Black women and racial groups
away from risky behaviors (e.g., smoking, alcohol use, and risky sexual practice).
Motivators such as the desire to give birth to a healthy child and other culturally
grounded beliefs deserve consideration in future studies. It is in understanding the
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perceptions and beliefs of those who are most disenfranchised that the field move
towards a place of being able to enact social change. Assessing the influence of race on
adverse birth outcomes has failed to explain the disparities that exist in PNC utilization.
Therefore, there is a need for qualitative research aimed at addressing ethnic groups as
these groups have the highest rates of PNC noncompliance, as well as rates of LBW
(Bediako et al., 2015). Until the focus is removed from race and focused at the individual
and community level, the disparities experienced regarding birth outcomes will remain.
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Appendix A: 2014 Natality Data Dictionary
Position

Length

Field

Description

79

1

MAGER9

Mother’s Age Recode 1

Under 15 years

19

2

15-19 years

3

20-24 years

4

25-29 years

5

30-34 years

6

35-39 years

7

40-44 years

8

45-49 years

9

50-54 years

1

White

2

Black

3

American Indian or

110

1

MBRACE

Bridged Race Mother

Values

Definition

Alaskan Native

120

124

1

1

DMAR

MEDUC

Marital Status

Mother’s Education

4

Asian or Pacific Islander

1

Married

2

Unmarried

1

8th grade or less

2

9th through 12th grade but
no diploma

3

High school graduate or
GED

112
4

Some college credit but no
degree

5

Associate degree (AA,
AS)

6

Bachelor’s degree (BA,
AB, BS)

7

Master’s degree (MA, MS,
MEng, MEd, MSW,
MBA)

8

Doctorate (PhD, EdD) or
Professional degree (MD,
DDS, DVM, LLB, JD)

224-225

227

242-243

2

1

2

9

Unknown

PRECAR

Month Prenatal Care

00

No prenatal care

E

Began

01-10

Month prenatal care began

99

Unknown

PRECAR

Month Prenatal Care

1

1st through 3rd month

E5

Began Recode

2

4th through 6th month

3

7th to final month

4

No prenatal care

5

Unknown or not stated

PREVIS_

Number of prenatal

01

No visits

REC

visits recode

02

1 to 2 visits

03

3 to 4 visits

113

262

263

1

1

CIG1_R

CIG2_R

04

5 to 6 visits

05

7 to 8 visits

06

9 to 10 visits

07

11 to 12 visits

08

13 to 14 visits

09

15 to 16 visits

10

17 to 18 visits

11

19 or more visits

12

unknown or not stated

Cigarettes 1st

0

Nonsmoker

Trimester Recode

1

1-5

2

6-10

3

11-20

4

21-40

5

41 or more

6

unknown or not stated

Cigarettes 2nd

0

Nonsmoker

Trimester Recode

1

1-5

2

6-10

3

11-20

4

21-40

5

41 or more

6

unknown or not stated

114
264

287

292-294

299-301

1

1

3

3

CIG3_R

BMI_R

PWgt_r

DWgt_R

Cigarettes 3rd

0

Nonsmoker

Trimester Recode

1

1-5

2

6-10

3

11-20

4

21-40

5

41 or more

6

unknown or not stated

Body Mass Index

1

Underweight < 18.5

Recode

2

Normal 18.5-24.9

3

Overweight 25.0-29.9

4

Obesity I 35.0-34.9

5

Obesity II 35.0-39.9

6

Extreme Obesity III≥ 40

9

Unknown or not stated

Prepregnancy weight

075-

Weight in pounds

recode

375

Delivery weight

100-

Weight in pounds

recode

400

Unknown or not stated

999
304-305

2

WTGAIN

Weight Gain

00-97

Weight gain in pounds

98

98 pounds and over

99

Unknown or not stated

115
314

1

RF_GDIA

Gestational Diabetes

B

316

511

1

1

Y

Yes

N

No

U

Unknown or unstated

RF_GHY

Gestational

Y

Yes

PE

Hypertension

N

No

U

Unknown or unstated

Birth Weight Recode

1

0227 - 1499 grams

4

2

1500 – 2499 grams

3

2500 - 8165grams

4

Unknown or not stated

BWTR4
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